
FUSION Assessment 
This section contains the Executive Summaries for each building assessed for the Community College District. This 

information is also available on‐line in FUSION. To reach this section you must use the Internet Explorer Browser as it is 

not accessible using Edge, Chrome, Firefox or any other browser at this time. 

 

Figure 1‐Openning Internet Explorer from MS‐Edge 

After starting an IE session, logon to FUSION. 

 

   



Once in FUSION; 1. navigate to the ASSESSMENT tab and; 2. Click on “Read More”  

 

 

This will open the Executive Summary Pop‐Up window. 

 

 



Use any browser to open a session in the FUSION2 Space Inventory Module. Once at the building level, you can 

download and print an Excel spreadsheet with the Assessor’s Space Inventory Notes. Assessment notes made at the 

Building Level can be seen either at the Campus Level or here at the Building Level. 
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California Community Colleges COMET Facility Report

Facility Executive Summary-
 Report Date:  25 Jan 2019

Facility: \Rancho Santiago

Facility Description: 

Current Repair Cost:  $139,126,336.88 Replacement Cost:  $683,920,470.36 FCI:  20.34%



California Community Colleges COMET Facility Report

Facility Executive Summary-
 Report Date:  25 Jan 2019

Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Rancho Santiago District Offic\0300 RANCHO SANTIAGO CENTER

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0300. Rancho Santiago District Office is located at 2323 N Broadway road in Santa Ana, California. The 4-story 54,784 
square foot building contains offices. Originally constructed in 1969, with a cosmetic remodel in 1998 that included a 
complete interior tenant improvement replacing flooring, paint, and ceilings with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major 
remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade. The main structure is cast in place concrete walls and columns using metal 
frame and pandeck. The roof is rolled asphalt, built up system of 1998 vintage, per staff. Exterior doors are typically 
aluminum framed store front type set in aluminum jambs. The windows/infills are aluminum framed, single pane tinted units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall with areas using vinyl wall coverings. Most ceilings are mostly 2'x4' suspended 
acoustical tiles set in metal grids with areas using painted gypsum ceilings. Flooring in high use areas as well as office 
areas is carpet and VCT. The rest rooms have tile floors with a tile wainscot using painted gypsum ceilings using wood 
laminate toilet partitions. Interior doors are a combination of wood in metal jambs and wood in aluminum jambs with areas 
using aluminum doors in aluminum jambs using levers and panic type hardware.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS Monitored, Heating for the building is provided by a Lochinvar 1.7 MBTU gas fired boiler, Model # CHN1800, using a 3 
HP 86.5 % EFF circulation pump, located in the penthouse. Cooling for the building is provided by cold water from a 120 
ton Multistack chiller, Model # MS50B1H2W. The adjacent cooling tower is a Evapco unit using one 20 HP 91% EFF 
circulation pump, both are located in the penthouse. Conditioned air is distributed by one penthouse mounted Temptrol air 
handling unit, Model # WFDH137PL through shafts and ducts using VAV boxes to control individual zones. An exhaust fan 
located in the penthouse serves the restroom ventilation needs. Plumbing fixtures are of 1998 vintage using typical toilets, 
sinks with water less urinals using the buildings mostly original copper piping. Domestic hot water is supplied by a Rheem 
48 gallon, 48,000 BTU gas fired water heater using a 1/5 HP circulation pump..

ELECTRICAL:

The electrical system is fed from Southern California Edison providing 1200 amps of 277/480 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to 
a combination of 30, 50 and 75 KVA transformers providing 120/208 3 phase 4 wire power to local distribution. Lighting is 
mostly T-8 with some T-12s and CFL fluorescent using a EMS with motion sensors, switches with typical switches and 
outlets. The building is equipped with wall mounted battery backup lighting units that provide emergency lighting. 
Illuminated exit signs with battery backup are present. This building does not have a noted emergency generator.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The building has a fire control system consist of strobes and annunciators located through out the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations and or smoke detectors and in centrally monitored by security and staff. A fire sprinkler system is 
present with a stand pipe on each floor. Fire dampers are present in the HVAC system. Fire hose reels and fire 
extinguishers are present. This building has a ÆED device. This building has a Emergency notification system. This 
building has a Video monitoring system.

CONVEYING:

This building is equipped with two hydraulic elevators that provide passage between levels. The elevator controls have 
been upgraded with solid state equipment.

Hazmat;
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Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $7,952,576.58 Replacement Cost:  $25,355,678.72 FCI:  31.36%
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California Community Colleges COMET Facility Report

Facility Executive Summary-
 Report Date:  25 Jan 2019

Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0001 CESAR CHAVEZ - A

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0001. Building "A" Cesar Chavez Business / Computer Center is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago 
Community College in Santa Ana, California. The 2-story (plus two basements) 68,459 square foot building contains 
classrooms. Originally constructed in 1996, there have been no additions or major renovations to date, 2019.  A major 
remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a slab on and below grade using concrete footings and foundation walls. The main structure is 
typically metal framing using masonry panels over CMU. The roof is a built up system with reflective coating and metal 
standing seam of original vintage.  Exterior doors are typically push plate, auto operation aluminum framed storefront type 
entry's using panic type hardware and the windows. The in fills are typically metal single pane fixed units. The service doors 
are metal in metal jambs using lever type hardware

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall with vinyl wall coverings and wire glass panels. The interior wall finishes are 
generally of original type. Most ceilings are 12"x 12" glue on acoustical tiles and metal pandeck. Flooring in high use areas 
is VCTvinyl tile. Most other flooring is carpet with a raised wood floor in room 119-B. Interior doors are generally solid wood 
in metal jambs using panic and lever type hardware. with electric access control. The rest rooms have grab bars with tile 
floors with tile and vinyl wainscot. Toilet partitions are stainless steel.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, BTU meter is present. Heating for the building is provided by two roof mounted 2014 vintage Ray pack 
990,000 BTU gas fired hot water boilers using two 5 HP 89.5% EFF circulation pumps. Cooling is provided by four roof 
mounted Continental air cooled water chillers, Model # DSA80F using two 15 HP 92.4% EFF circulation pumps. The 
heating/cooling distribution system is by roof mounted 1996 vintage Energy lab air handling units, Model # 60-100FCHF 
(tags getting faded)  that have hot and cold water coils using VAVs. Fresh air is supplied by ducts using the air handlers. 
Three roof mounted Liebert condensing units serve refrigerant to three floor mounted Liebert air handling units to provide 
under floor air conditioning for the computer rooms, One Model # CDF380Y and Two Model # CDF165A. Four roof 
mounted exhaust fans original Dayton serve the restrooms and other areas of the building, model 2R853. Plumbing fixtures 
are typical of original type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs. The up grades consists of auto operation type 
1.6 GPF toilets and 1 GPF urinals. The buildings piping is mostly original. Domestic hot water is supplied by One 2500 watt 
Rheem 20 gallon electric unit model EGSP20and One State 19.9 gallon electric hot water heaters.

ELECTRICAL:

The electrical system is fed from the campus 4160 volt distribution system to a 2000 KVA transformer that provides 3000, 
500 amps of 480/277 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to Two 300 KVA transformers each providing 1200 amps of 120/208 volt, 
3-phase, 4-wire power. A 480 volt 112.5 KVA transformer provides 120/240 volt 225 amp 3-phase 4-wire power to the 
facility local distribution  A 250 KW standby generator provides 500 amps of 480/277 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire emergency 
power. A 45 KVA transformer then provides 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire emergency power. LCS lighting is mostly LED 
with a few T-8  fluorescent using the buildings EMS system with motion sensors, typical switches and outlets. The building 
is equipped with illuminated exit signs and emergency lighting that are powered by the stand by generator power system.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by a flow switch, pull stations or heat/smoke detectors, and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building 
has a fire sprinkler system. The computer rooms are equipped with FM 200 fire suppression systems. This building has 
specific rooms connected to a monitored security system. A video system is present.
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CONVEYING:

This building is equipped with a 1996 vintage Dover hydraulic elevator, model EP9525 that provides passage between 
levels. 

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $2,991,211.36 Replacement Cost:  $33,324,472.02 FCI:  8.98%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0006 COOK GYMNASIUM-G

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0006. Building "G" Cook Gymnasium is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College in 
Santa Ana, California. The 1 and 2-story 34,612 square foot building contains classrooms. Originally constructed in 1954, 
with a cosmetic remodel in 2013 with no major renovations to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to 
a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using footings and foundation walls. The main structure is typically stucco 
over cast in place concrete and or CMU. The roof is metal truss with a built up and composition shingle system of unknown 
vintage. Exterior main entry's are auto operation metal doors in a aluminum framed dual pane in fill system. The service 
doors are typically metal in metal/wood jambs using panic type hardware. The windows/window wall in fills are typically 
aluminum dual pane fixed units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall. plaster and cast in place concrete. The interior wall finishes are generally 
painted and original. Most ceilings are cast in place concrete and open to metal truss. Flooring in high use areas is 
exposed concrete. Most other flooring is wood strip and 9"x9" vinyl tiles. Room 106-7 has a raised floor.  Interior doors are 
generally solid wood in metal jambs using lever handles.
The rest rooms have tile floors with a combination of plaster, concrete and tile walls using a combination of painted hard 
lids and concrete.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating for portions of the building is provided by five floor mounted gas fired furnaces. Two ceiling hung 
furnaces provide heating for the main gym. Building W roof contains three heat pump condensing units that serve 
refrigerant to ceiling hung fan coil units that provide heating and cooling to the east end of the building. The majority of the 
building is not provided with cooling. Four roof and two wall mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms and showers. 
Plumbing fixtures are a combination of auto and manual operation type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs 
using the buildings piping that is mostly original. Domestic hot water is supplied by a 300,000 BTU gas fired boiler and 
storage tank as well as a 50 gallon Rheem gas unit of 07 vintage and a 100 gallon AOSmith electric unit.

A separate restroom facility located adjacent to the baseball field is not provided with heating or cooling. A strip of screen 
between the top of the walls and ceiling provides ventilation. Plumbing fixtures are of original type using piping that is 
original to construction. There is no domestic hot water provided for this location.

ELECTRICAL:

The electrical system is fed from the campus 4160 volt distribution system to a 150 and a 100 KVA transformer that 
provides 800 amps of 480/277 and  600 and 500 amps of 120/240 volt, 1 and 3-phase, 3 and 4- wire power. Lighting is a 
combination of T-12, T-8 fluorescent and and T-5 hi output and CFLs. The building is equipped with illuminated exit signs 
along with emergency lighting.
The baseball restrooms are fed with 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power from the F building electrical service.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations and is centrally monitored. The building has a fire sprinkler system and fire extinguishers and fire 
hose reels. This building does not have a monitored security system. An assisstive listening system is present.

The baseball restrooms do not have a fire alarm system, a fire sprinkler system, or a monitored security system.
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Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $4,313,674.58 Replacement Cost:  $21,589,581.12 FCI:  19.98%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0009 HAMMOND-HALL-H

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

Building "H" Hammond Hall is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa 
Ana, California. The 2- story 15,720 square foot building contains classrooms. Originally constructed in 1954, with no major 
remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete 
replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete below grade using concrete footings and cast in place concrete foundation walls that are 
original to construction The main structure is typically stucco over CMU. The roof is a built up/gravel system with reflective 
coating of unknown vintage. Exterior doors are typically push plate auto operation aluminum doors in aluminum jambs. The 
service doors are metal in metal jambs using knob type hardware. The windows are wood single pane units that are fixed 
and operational.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall, plaster and CMU. The interior walls are generally original to construction. Most 
ceilings are T-bar 2'x4' acoustic tiles in metal grids and or 12"x12" glue on acoustical tiles. Flooring in high use areas is 
VCT vinyl tile. Most other flooring is carpet and or 9"x9" vinyl flooring. Interior doors are generally solid wood in both wood 
and metal jambs using knob and lever type hardware, some use electric access control. The rest rooms have grab bars 
with tile floors with plaster walls and a tile wainscot using 12"x12" glue on ceilings with metal toilet partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored. Heating and cooling for the building is provided by two Trane split systems condenser 
model#TWA240B300BD using R-22 Freon of 1998 vintage.. Two American Standard heat pumps, Model # 
TWA240B300BD. Additional cooling is provided by DX cool air handlers, Model # D7-1500-608. Two roof mounted exhaust 
fans serve the restrooms and building ventilation. Plumbing fixtures are typical of original type with  up grades as needed 
for maintenance needs. The up grades consists of auto operation 1.6 GPF toilets and 1 GPF urinals with typical toilets 
sinks using the buildings mostly original piping. Domestic hot water is supplied by a Proline 19 gallon and a 12-gallon 
electric hot water heater of 92 vintage and a 2014 vintage Rheem 75 gallon gas fired unit providing 75,100 BTUs, model # 
G75UN.  Janotior sink is wall mounted porcelain..

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from a 2016 15.5 oil switch providing 4160 volts to two 2006 5.5 KV switches to 
a local distribution system to two transformers. The first is a 150 KVA transformer that provides 400 amps of 240 volt, 3-
phase, 3-wire power to local distribution. The second is a 75 KVA transformer that provides 350 amps of 120/240 volt, 1-
phase, 3-wire power to local distribution. Lighting is mostly LED/T-8 fluorescent and CFLs using an EMS system with 
motion sensors and typical switches and outlets.  T-12 lighting was noted in the elevator. The building is equipped with 
illuminated exit signs and emergency lighting using a Illuminator battery system.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by a flow switch, pull stations and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building has a limited fire 
sprinkler system in janitor closets. This building does not have a monitored security system. The building ha a fire house of 
2018 vintage with fire extinguishers in cabinets.

CONVEYING:

This building is equipped with a hydraulic elevator that provides passage between levels. The elevator appear original with 
equipment (pump) up grades of 2010 vintage providing 50 HP, 70% EFF.
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Hazmat.
Due to age of building Asbestos and or led based paints may be present.

Deficiencies:
1 Replace 9"x 9" floor tiles, check for incapsulation.
2 Replace elevator.
3 Replace ceilings.
4 Replace metal toilet partitions.
5 Replace two electric water heaters.
6 Replace two roof top condensers.

Current Repair Cost:  $3,161,139.88 Replacement Cost:  $7,582,542.00 FCI:  41.69%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0010 LIBRARY-L

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

Building "L" Library is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, 
California. The 2-story 50,473 square foot building contains study / book areas and offices. Originally constructed in 1956, 
there has been one addition and or cosmetic remodel in 1994 with no major remodels to date,2019.  A major remodel 
consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using cast in place concrete walls. The main structure is typically brick 
veneer over CMU. The roof is a built up system with reflective coating of unknown vintage. Exterior main entry doors are 
typically auto operation store front type in aluminum jambs and aluminum sliding units. The service doors are metal in meal 
jambs using a combination of levers, panic and knob type hardware. The windows/in fills are single pane aluminum framed 
fixed units. 

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and cast in place concrete and areas using metal framed, single pane glass wall 
partitions. Most ceilings are T-bar type 2'x4' acoustic in metal grids and 12"x12" glue on acoustical tiles with areas exposed 
to concrete. Flooring in high use areas is concrete and sheet vinyl. Most other flooring is carpet. Interior doors are generally 
metal in metal jambs using lever type hardware. The rest rooms/unisex have grab bars with tile and Trazzo floors with tile 
and Trazzo walls with painted gypsum ceilings using metal/stainless steel toilet partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building are provided by a variety of systems. Ten roof mounted package 
gas/electric units provide heating and cooling to various portions of the building. One roof mounted heat pump unit provides 
heating and cooling to the television broadcast mezzanine. Two roof mounted split system gas/electric units provide 
heating and cooling to portions of the building. One roof mounted split system is served with hot water from a roof mounted 
gas fired hot water Ray pack boiler, tag faded, of 1990 vintage ? using a 1 HP circulation pump and chilled refrigerant from 
a roof mounted condensing unit, (Air Fan) Model # LPM235B, provides heating and cooling to a portion of the building. The 
heating/cooling air distribution system is through ducts using zone thermostats. Seven roof mounted exhaust fans serve the 
building/restrooms, CentriMaster model # PV200E2. Plumbing fixtures are of original type 1.6 GPF toilets, 1 GPF urinals 
with typical sinks with up grades as needed for maintenance needs. The upgrades consists of to auto operation type toilets 
and urinals using the mostly original copper piping with original fixtures.  Domestic hot water is supplied by a Rheem 50-
gallon electric two stage, 4500 watt hot water heater. Some of the restrooms do not appear to have hot water.

ELECTRICAL:

The electrical system is fed from at 7.5 KV at 600 amps to a 5.5KV switch providing 4160 volt to two transformers. The first 
is a 750 KVA transformer that provides 800 amps of 480 volt, 3-phase, 3-wire power. The second is a 112.5 KVA 
transformer that provides 800 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power. Lighting is mostly T-8 fluorescent using the 
buildings EMS system with magnetic switching and typical switches and outlets. Some incandescent are present. The 
building is equipped with illuminated exit signs and emergency lighting powered from a central emergency battery system.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building has a partial fire sprinkler system in JC 
closets. This building has specific rooms connected to a monitored security system.

CONVEYING:
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This building is equipped with two hydraulic elevators that provides passage between levels. The elevators and equipment 
appear original.

Hazmat.

Deficiencies.
1 Replace eight gas packs.
2 Replace heating/cooling piping.
3 Replace three A/C units.
4 Replace four original drinking fountains.
5 Replace metal toilet partitions in Womens and Mens rest room.

Current Repair Cost:  $10,513,857.77 Replacement Cost:  $27,550,687.05 FCI:  38.16%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0013 MEN'S /WOMEN'S P.E. LOCKE

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

Buildings "F" Men's PE (One new, three old) is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College 
District in Santa Ana, California. The 1-story 24,172 and 8,571 and others, square foot building contains locker rooms and 
showers, storage, electrical and pool equipment. Originally constructed in 1947 ECT and 2007 with no additions or major 
remodels to the 1947 vintage building with no major remodels to the 2007 building to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists 
of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade with footings and a 24" stem foundation walls. The main structure is typically 
painted stucco and brick veneer over cast in place concrete/CMU. The roof is a built up system with a reflective coating of 
unknown vintage. Exterior doors are typically aluminum store front type in aluminum jambs using electric access lever type 
and panic type hardware. The service doors are metal in metal jambs using lever type hardware and wood in wood jambs 
using knob type hardware. The windows and in fills are typically aluminum framed single pane fixed units. One building has 
no windows.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and CMU and plaster. The interior wall are generally original. Most ceilings 
are,depending on use a combination of plaster,metal frame, metal frame and pandeck and painted hard lids. Flooring in 
high use areas is concrete. Most other flooring is carpet. Interior doors are generally metal in metal jambs with single pane 
side lites using lever type hardware on the interior doors and panic type on the exterior doors. The restrooms have grab 
bars with tile floors with tile walls with plaster ceilings with vinyl toilet partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating is provided by a Ray pack gas fired boiler of 2014 vintage providing 1.5 MBTUs using a 3 HP 
89.5% EFF circulation pump. EMS monitored cooling is provided by a Carrier air cooled chiller, Model # 30XAA1406N-0-
S33 using a 10 HP 89.5% EFF circulation pump. The distribution system uses 9 noted Alliance 4-pipe two coil air handlers 
with fan coil units. A roof mounted package heat pump unit provides cooling to the server room. The majority of the building 
is not provided with cooling. Roof mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms, showers, and other portions of the buildings 
ventilation needs. Plumbing fixtures are typical of original type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the 
buildings mostly original piping. The up grades consists of auto operation toilets, sinks and urinals. Domestic hot water is 
primarily supplied by a Lochinvar gas fired boilers of 2006 vintage providing 399,000 BTUs using a 2500 gallon storage 
tank using two 1/4 HP circulation pumps and mixing valve. It appears there are approximately 45 mens and women's 
shower present. Drinking fountains/ bottle fill fountains are present.

The pool is heated by two 1.966,00 million BTU gas fired boilers. Water is circulated by a 30-horsepower pump.

ELECTRICAL:

The electrical system is fed at 4160 volt to a 1500 KVA pad mounted transformer to a 480/277 volt 2000 amp switch to a 
300 and 150 KVA pad mounted transformer providing 1200 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4 wire power. Lighting is 
primarily LED with a few T-8 fluorescent using the buildings EMS system with motion sensors switches and typical switches 
and outlets.  Portions of the building are equipped with battery powered illuminated exit signs and wall mounted emergency 
lighting units. UPS is present.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by a flow switch, pull stations heat/smoke dectectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building 
has a fire sprinkler system. This building does not have a noted security alarm system. The HVAC system has smoke 
dampers and fire detectors. Fire extinguishers are present.
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Hazmat.
Pool chemicals. Due to the age of some buildings Asbestos and or led based paints may be present.

Deficiencies:
1 Repair leak showers.
2 Replace roof.

Current Repair Cost:  $4,923,298.89 Replacement Cost:  $14,323,602.04 FCI:  34.37%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0014 PHILLIPS HALL

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0014. Building "P" Phillips Hall is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in 
Santa Ana, California. The 2-story 14,985 square foot building contains theater classrooms and an auditorium. Originally 
constructed in 1955, there have been no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a 
full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using footings and foundation. The main structure is typically metal framed 
using pandeck with painted cast in place masonry panels and or CMU. The roof is a built up system with reflective coating 
of unknown vintage. Exterior main entry doors are store front type aluminum set in aluminum jambs using panic type 
hardware. The service doors are typically solid wood in wood jambs using lever type hardware. The windows/infills are 
typically and aluminum/steel framed single pane fixed and operational units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall,plaster and CMU. The interior walls are original. Most ceilings are painted 
plaster and 12"x12" glue on acoustic type. Flooring in high use areas is sheet vinyl and 9"x9" vinyl tiles. Most other flooring 
is carpet with the stage being wood. Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal jambs using knob type hardware. The 
restrooms have grab bars with tile floors with painted gypsum walls as well as a tile wainscot using metal toilet partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for most of the building is provided by three Temtrol 2 pipe cool gas fired heat air 
handler model #, QX-RDH7,  QX-RDH8 and ITF-HSA-RBHRE25 providing 400,000 BTU's.  A roof mounted package heat 
pump unit serves heating and cooling to the vending area. Air distribution is supplied through ducts using zone controls. Six 
roof mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms and other areas of the building ventilation needs. Plumbing fixtures are 
typical of original type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs. The buildings piping that mostly original.  
Domestic hot water is supplied by a American proline 30-gallon gas fired hot water heaters. The building has drinking 
fountains in common areas. A portable eye wash station is present.

ELECTRICAL:

The electrical system is fed from the campus 7.5 main oil switch that is original to construction using the 4160 volt 
distribution system to a 500 KVA transformer that provides 800 amps of 277/480 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power. A 300 KVA 
transformer then provides 1200/400 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power. LCS lighting is mostly CFLs and LED 
with typical switches and outlets. This building contains theater lighting systems that include incandescent lamps and 
dimming equipment that appears to be of 80s vintage. The building is equipped with illuminated exit signs and emergency 
lighting that are powered from a central emergency battery inverter system of unknown vintage.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building has a partial fire sprinkler system. This 
building is not connected to a monitored security system. The building has a 2010 vintage fire curtain at the stage area per 
staff, Model # CSC-G2WC. The building has fire hose reels and fire extinguishers in cabinets.

Hazmat.

Deficiencies:
1 Replace water heater.
2 Replace plaster walls.
3 Replace two original drinking fountains.
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Current Repair Cost:  $4,111,861.63 Replacement Cost:  $8,150,341.50 FCI:  50.45%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0018 AUTO DIESEL-J

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0018. Building "J" Auto Diesel, is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in 
Santa Ana, California. The 1-story 20,612 square foot building contains auto shops, offices, and classrooms. Originally 
constructed in 1958, with the last noted remodel in 1972 with no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists 
of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade with footings and foundation walls that are original to construction. The main 
structure is typically a combination of wood and metal framing using split face CMU and a stucco finish. The roof is a built 
up system with a reflective coating of unknown vintage. Exterior doors are typically metal doors in metal jambs using knobs 
as well as the large rollups. No windows are present.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall, cast in place concrete and CMU. Most ceilings are mostly wood framed. 
Flooring in high use areas is concrete. Most other flooring is VCT . Interior doors are generally metal and or wood in metal 
jambs using knobs and panic hardware. The rest rooms/unisex have tile and concrete floors with CMU, concrete and tile 
walls with a painted hard lids..

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

None EMS, Heating and cooling for classroom and office portions of the building is provided by three roof mounted 
package gas fired Carrier model # 48SS036060531AA using R-22 Freon and one roof mounted package heat pump unit, 
tag faded, using R-22 Freon.  Air distribution is supplied by ducts. The shop portion of the building is served by two ceiling 
hung space heaters, and eleven ceiling hung radiant heaters. The majority of the building does not have air conditioning. 
Seven roof mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms and other areas of the building. A ceiling hung exhaust fan serves 
the under floor vehicle exhaust system. Plumbing fixtures are typical 1.6 GPF toilets and 1 GPF urinals with typical sinks of 
original type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the buildings mostly original piping. Domestic hot 
water is supplied by a GE 30 gallon 32,000 BTU gas fired hot water heater, model # G630T6XA and a Rheem 30 gallon 
electric unit of 2008 vintage. A eye wash system is present. Stainless steel sinks are present.

ELECTRICAL:

The electrical system is fed from two 5.5 KV 2001 vintage switches using the campus 4160 volt distribution system to two 
transformers. The first is a 75 KVA transformer that provides 100 amps of 480 volt, 3-phase, 3-wire power. The second is a 
225 KVA transformer that provides 600 amps of 120/240 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power. Lighting is mostly LED with some T-8 
fluorescent using typical switches and outlets. The building is equipped with illuminated exit signs. Battery powered 
emergency lighting is present using a Illuminator system.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The system is appears original to construction. The 
building has a fire sprinkler system. This building does not have a monitored security system. Fire blankets are present.

Hazmat.
Flammables stored in metal cabinets.

Deficiencies:
1 Replace four roof top package units.

Current Repair Cost:  $5,404,475.03 Replacement Cost:  $9,290,240.64 FCI:  58.17%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0019 WELDING/DIESEL-K

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0019. Building "K" Diesel shop, is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in 
Santa Ana, California. The 2-story 9,801 square foot building contains auto shops and classrooms. Originally constructed in 
1958, with no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud 
renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using cast in place concrete walls that are original to construction. The main 
structure is typically wood and metal framing using painted concrete walls. The roof is a built up system with reflective 
coating of unknown vintage. Exterior doors are typically metal in metal jambs using lever hardware, there are no windows 
are present. Metal roll ups are present.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and plywood. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most 
ceilings are painted drywall and exposed to wood framing.  Flooring in high use areas is concrete and 9"x9" vinyl tiles. 
Interior doors are generally solid wood in wood jambs using knob type hardware, that appear to be original to construction. 

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

Heating for the building is provided by three ceiling hung space heaters and eight ceiling hung radiant heaters. Air 
conditioning is served to one office by a window type unit. The majority of the building does not have air conditioning. 12 
wall mounted exhaust fans serve the welding and diesel shops. A wall mounted exhaust fan serves the restroom. The 
building has a tail pipe exhaust system.  Plumbing fixtures are of original type with up grades as needed for maintenance 
needs using the buildings mostly original piping. Domestic hot water is supplied by a 50 gallon gas fired hot water heater. 
The building has a Oxygen/Acetylene distribution system.

ELECTRICAL:

The electrical system is fed from two 5.5 KV 2001 vintage switches providing 4160 volt distribution to, two transformers. 
The first is a 300 KVA transformer that provides 400 amps of 480 volt, 3-phase, 3-wire power. The second is a 167 and a 
45 KVA transformer that provides 600, 225 amps of 120/240 volt, 1-phase, 3-wire power to local distribution. Lighting is 
mostly LED and T-5 fluorescent using typical switches and outlets. The building is not equipped with illuminated exit signs 
or emergency lighting.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible annunciators located throughout the building. The system is activated by 
pull stations and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building has a fire sprinkler system. This building is partially 
protected by a monitored security system.

Hazmat.
9"x9" vinyl tiles are present. Due to the age of the building, Asbestos and or led based paints may be present.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $2,586,637.98 Replacement Cost:  $4,417,506.72 FCI:  58.55%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0020 FITNESS CENTER-E

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0020. Building "E" Women's PE is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in 
Santa Ana, California. The 1- story 5,280 square foot building contains locker rooms, showers, and offices. Originally 
constructed in 1947, there have been no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a 
full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using footings and foundation walls that are original to construction. The 
main structure is typically metal framed with painted brick veneer over concrete. The roof is a built up system with reflective 
coating of unknown vintage. Exterior doors are typically solid metal in metal jambs using knob type hardware. The windows 
are typically steel single pane fixed and operational units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings 
are painted plaster. Flooring in high use areas is concrete. Most other flooring is carpet. Interior doors are generally metal 
in metal jambs using the lever type hardware. The rest rooms have grab bars with tile floors with tile walls using painted 
hard lids.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is primarily provided by threee Carrier roof mounted gas fired package 
units. Unit one, Model # 48HJM004-641 providing 60,000 btus. Unit two, model # 48HJD012-671 providing 180,000 BTUs 
and the thrid Model # 48HJL006-641 providing 60,000 BTUs using R-22 Freon. Six roof mounted exhaust fans serve the 
restrooms and building ventilation, Cook model # 100 ACE, 120 ACE . Plumbing fixtures are of original type with up grades 
as needed for maintenance needs using the mostly original piping. The up grades consists of auto operation 1 GPF toilets, 
sinks and 1 GPF urinals. Domestic hot water is supplied by two, 2.7 gallon Airston electric water heaters and InstaFlow on 
demand units model # SR-20L208.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from a 2016 15.5 KV oil filed transformer located in G Building providing 400 
amps of 480/277 volt power to a 75 KVA pad mounted transformer providing 300 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire 
power. Additional buildings are fed from this location. Lighting is primarily LED using the building EMS system with motion 
sensors and switches and typical switches and outlets. The building is equipped with illuminated exit signs and emergency 
lighting. 

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building has a partial fire 
sprinkler system. This building has a video monitored and security alarm system. The building has a ÆED device.

Hazmat.
None noted. Due to the age of the building Asbestos and or led based paints may be present.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $2,295,301.60 Replacement Cost:  $3,128,769.60 FCI:  73.36%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0022 RUSSELL HALL

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0022. Building "R" Russell Hall, is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in 
Santa Ana, California. The 3- story 58,666 square foot building contains classrooms, laboratories and offices. Originally 
constructed in 1967, there have been no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a 
full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using footings and foundation walls that are original to construction. The 
main structure is typically a combination of wood and metal framing with stucco over cast in place concrete. The roof is a 
built up system with reflective coating of unknown vintage. Exterior main entry's are auto operation aluminum store front 
type doors and sliders in aluminum jambs with some using electric access control and panic type hardware. The service 
doors are typically wood and or metal in a combination of metal and aluminum jambs using panic, lever and knob type 
hardware. The windows are typically steel and aluminum framed single pane clear and wire glass units that are both fixed 
and operational.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and concrete with vinyl wall coverings and areas using wall paper. The interior 
wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings are 2'x4' T-bar type suspended acoustical tiles in metal grids with 
areas using painted hard lids. Flooring in high use areas is painted concrete and 9"x9" vinyl tile. Most other flooring is 
carpet. Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal jambs using knob and lever type hardware. The rest rooms have 
grab bars with tile floors with tiled walls and tile wainscot using painted gypsum ceilings with metal toilet partitions. No grab 
bars noted in staff restrooms.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating for the building is provided by hot water from two penthouse Ray pack 1.2 MBTU gas fired hot 
water boilers, Model # 366295 using a 7.5 HP 91% EFF circulation pump. Cooling is provided by cold water from a 
penthouse mounted air cooled chiller unit, Model # USBBDA50-CFDS using R-22 Freon with two 20 HP 87% EFF 
circulation pump. The heating/cooling distribution system is by four original  PACE air handling units, ser # 89-60050-01 
that contain hot and cold coils. Air is supplied through ducts. One portion of the building is served with heating and cooling 
by a roof mounted York, 45,000 BTU  package gas/electric unit Model # D1NA024N03606C using R-22 Freon. . The roof 
top greenhouse contains three ceiling hung electric original forced air space heaters. Fifteen roof mounted exhaust fans 
serve the fume hoods, restrooms, and other areas of the building, Loren/Cook model # 300-CPV, 245 CPV, others tags 
painted over/faded out. Additional cooling is provided by a split system for the server room. Additional heating and fresh air 
is provided original roof top air handlers with puematic controls.  Plumbing fixtures are of original type with up grades as 
needed for maintenance needs using the buildings mostly original piping. The up grades consists of auto operation 1.6 
GPF toilets and 1 GPF urinals. DI water system is present. Domestic hot water is supplied by two Rudd 100 gallon 199,000 
gas fired hot water heaters and one 10 electric unit. The building has eye/shower wash systems. The building has drinking 
fountains in common places. A gas distribution system is present.

ELECTRICAL:

The electrical system is fed from building F, 7.5 KV oil switch that is original to construction using the 4160 volt distribution 
system that has to two transformers. The first is a 500 KVA transformer that provides 700 amps of 480 volt, power. The 
second is a 500 KVA transformer that provides 1600 amps of 120/208 volt,  power. Lighting is primarily T-8 and T-12 
fluorescent using the buildings EMS system with motion sensors, switches magnetic switching and typical switches and 
outlets. The building is equipped with illuminated exit signs and emergency lighting that is powered from a central 
emergency battery system, Illuminator. The building has a few incandescent in the roof top green house.
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FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible annunciators strobe located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building has a partial fire sprinkler system. This 
building does not have a monitored security system. The building has fire hose reels and fire extinguishers in cabinets.

CONVEYING:

This building is equipped with a hydraulic elevator that provides passage between levels. The elevator controls have been 
upgraded with solid state equipment.

Hazmat.
Due to age of building Asbestos is present per label and staff. Led based may also be present. Check for incapsulation.

Deficiencies:
1 Replace 9"x9" floor tiles.
2 Replace metal toilet partitions.
3 Replace three forced air electric units.
4 Replace two, two pipe AHUs.
5 Replace two 100 gallon gas fired water heaters.
6 Replace Drinking fountain.

Current Repair Cost:  $16,801,239.10 Replacement Cost:  $28,297,545.10 FCI:  59.37%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0024 TECHNICAL BUILDING

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0024. Building "T" Technical Arts, is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in 
Santa Ana, California. The 2- story 18,212 square foot building contains trade labs and classrooms. Originally constructed 
in 1970, there have been no additions or major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a 
full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using footings and foundation walls that are original to construction. The 
main structure is typically cast in place concrete and CMU. The roof is a built up system with reflective coating of unknown 
vintage.  Exterior doors are typically a combination of metal and solid wood in metal jambs using levers, panic and knob 
type hardware. The window/fills are metal fixed units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type.  Most ceilings 
are exposed to concrete and or T-bar 2'x4' acoustic type tiles in metal grids. Flooring in high use areas is a combination of 
9"x9" vinyl tiles and concrete. Most other flooring is carpet. Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal jambs using 
lever type hardware. The restrooms have grab bars with tile floors with painted gypsum walls/ceilings and CMU walls. Toilet 
partitions are metal.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by two Govenair roof mounted package multi-zone gas 
fired heat/DX cool units providing 300,000 BTUs each, Model # TL-203526. (painted over).  Air distribution is supplied 
through ducts using zone stats. Two roof mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms and other areas of the building 
ventilation needs. Plumbing fixtures are mostly of original type with up grades as needed for maintenance/use needs using 
the buildings mostly original copper piping. The up grades consists of auto operation 1.6 GPF toilets and 1 GPF urinals.  
Domestic hot water is supplied by a 2014 vintage Rheem 75 gallon,75,100 BTU gas fired hot water heater, model G75UN 
using a 1/5 HP circulation pump. 

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from a 7.5 KV- 600 amp switch to two 5.5 KV switches providing 4160 volt 
distribution to a combination of transformers. The first is a 300 KVA transformer that provides 800 amps of 480 volt, 3-
phase, 3-wire power. The second set is a 300 and three 25 and one 27 KVA transformer that provides 800 amps of 
120/240 and 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution. Lighting is mostly T-8 and CFL fluorescent using the 
building EMS system with motion sensors,switches, magnetic switching and typical switches and outlets. There a few 
incandescent present. The building is not equipped with illuminated exit signs. Emergency lighting is provided by Illuminator 
battery operated units. The main switch in this building also feeds W-BLDG, Pool BLDG, H-BLGD, E-BLGD, Weld Yard and 
this BLGD,

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building has a partial fire 
sprinkler system. This building has specific areas connected to a monitored video security system. The building has fire 
hose 9/2018vintage and fire extinguishers in cabinets located in common places.

CONVEYING:

This building is equipped with a 50 HP 73% EFF ? hydraulic elevator that provides passage between levels. The elevator 
and equipment are original. Lighting is T-12.
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Hazmat.
9"x9" vinyl tiles are present. Due to age of building Asbestos and or led based paints may be present or in capsulated.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $5,377,393.31 Replacement Cost:  $9,012,208.20 FCI:  59.67%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0025 MUSIC BUILDING

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0025. Building "N" Music is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa 
Ana, California. The 1-story 7,875 square foot building contains classrooms. Originally constructed in 1970, there have 
been no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation 
with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using footings and foundation walls that are original to construction. The 
main structure is typically split face CMU. The roof is wood framed using a built up system with reflective coating of 
unknown vintage. Exterior doors are typically metal in metal jambs using,knob, lever and panic type hardware.  There are 
no windows noted. The building has wood framed walk ways using metal support post.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings 
are acoustic 2'x4' T-bar type in metal grids and or 12"x12" glue on acoustical tiles and painted gypsum. Flooring in high use 
areas is 9"x9" vinyl tile. Most other flooring is carpet. Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal jambs using lever type 
hardware. The rest rooms/unisex have grab bars with tile floors with a tile wainscot using painted gypsum ceilings with 
metal toilet partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by roof mounted 2017 vintage upgraded Temtrol gas fired 
heat two pipe cool AHU model # ITF-RSA-RBHRE-25, using 5 HP supply and 3 HP return fan's, and ITF-RAS-RBHRE-25 
using a 10 HP supply and  5 HP return fan's and  model # QX-RDH8, model # QXRDH7. Air distribution is supplied through 
ducts using supply and return fans with zone stats. Roof mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms and other areas of the 
building ventilation needs, GreenHeck model # LB-30-3 others with faded/painted over ID tags.. Plumbing fixtures are 
mostly of original of original type with up grades as needed or maintenance needs using the buildings piping that is original. 
The up grades consists of auto operation 1.6 GPF toilets and 1 GPF urinals in some locations. Domestic hot water is 
supplied by a Rheem 30-gallon electric hot water heater model PV300 of 2003 vintage and a 30 gallon gas fired American 
ProLine unit. Original drinking fountains are present.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from the campus 7.5 KV oil switch, providing 4160 volt distribution system to two 
transformers. The first is a 150 KVA transformer that provides 400 amps of 480 volt, 3-phase, 3-wire power. The second is 
a 75 KVA transformer that provides 225 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution. Lighting is mostly 
LED with some and or CFL fluorescent using the building LCS system. The building is equipped with illuminated exit signs 
and emergency lighting that are powered from a central emergency Illuminator battery system.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building does not have a fire 
sprinkler system. This building is not connected (?) to a monitored security system. The building has fire hose reels and fire 
extinguishers in cabinets. Rose Brand fire curtain is present of unknown vintage.,

Hazmat.
Due to age of building Asbestos and or led based paints may be present.

Deficiencies:
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1 Replace metal toilet partitions.
2 Replace 30 gallon gas fired water heater.
3 Replace plaster walls and ceilings.
4 Replace drinking fountain.

Current Repair Cost:  $2,350,911.19 Replacement Cost:  $4,043,812.50 FCI:  58.14%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0026 TESSMANN PLANETARIUM

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0026. Building "M" Tessmann Planetarium is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College 
District in Santa Ana, California. The 1-story 3,600 square foot building contains classrooms and a viewing planetarium. 
Originally constructed in 1967, with no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full 
gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using footings and foundation walls that are original to construction. The 
main structure is metal framed using exposed aggregate panels over CMU. The roof is a built up system with reflective 
coating (of unknown vintage) and a metal dome that is original to construction. Exterior main entry's are store front 
aluminum set in aluminum jambs using panic type hardware. The service doors are metal in metal jambs using lever and 
panic type hardware. The windows/infills are tinted aluminum single pane fixed units that appear original to construction.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and or CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally original type. Most ceilings 
are T-bar acoustic 2'x4' acoustical tiles in metal grids and punched metal with lighting and A/C vents. Flooring in high use 
areas is 9"x9" vinyl tile. Most other flooring is Truncated and or carpet. Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal 
jambs using the lever and panic type hardware. The rest rooms have grab bars with tile floors with tiled walls with painted 
hardlids with vinyl toilet partitions,

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by two roof mounted package gas/electric units. One up 
graded Carrier unit model # 48ESNA6009050 using R-410 Freon and one York unit, Model # DF120N15N2AAA3C using R-
22 Freon.  Air distribution is supplied through ducts using zone stats. The building/rest room ventilation is provided by Cook 
exhaust fans, model # 245 ACE, 90-ACEH. Plumbing fixtures and piping are original with up grades as needed for 
maintenance needs. The up grades consists of auto operation sinks, urinals and toilets.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from the R Building 7.5 KV, 600 amp oil switch ( original ) with two feeders. The 
first provides 150 amps of 240 volt, 3-phase, 3-wire power. The second provides 225 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire 
power to local distribution. Lighting is mostly T-8 fluorescent using motion sensors and typical switches and outlets. The 
building is equipped with illuminated exit signs but does not have any noted emergency lighting.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, smoke detectors and is centrally monitored. The building does not have a noted fire sprinkler 
system. Fire extinguishers are present.

Hazmat.
9"x9" vinyl tiles are present. Due to age of building Asbestos and or led based paints may be present. Cheeck for 
incapsulation.

Deficiencies:
1 Clean roof.
2 Replace York gas pac.

Current Repair Cost:  $33,496.28 Replacement Cost:  $2,007,504.00 FCI:  1.67%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0027 ADMIN-S

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0027. Building "S" Administration is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in 
Santa Ana, California. The 2 -story 24,304 square foot building contains offices. Originally constructed in 1972, there have 
been no major remodels to date,2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation 
with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using footings and foundation walls that are original to construction. The 
main structure is metal frame and pandeck using masonry panels over CMU using a stucco finish. The roof is a built up 
system with reflective coating of unknown vintage. Exterior doors are typically push plate auto operation aluminum store 
front type doors and sliders using panic type hardware. The windows/infills are typically aluminum single pane fixed units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall, FRP and CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most 
ceilings are 2'x4' acoustical tiles in metal grids with lighting and A/C vents. Flooring in high use areas is sheet vinyl. Most 
other flooring is tile and or carpet. Interior doors are generally solid wood and or metal in metal jambs using knob, lever and 
panic type hardware. The rest rooms have grab bars (staff do not) with tile floors with tile walls with painted gypsum ceilings 
with wood laminate toilet partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by upgraded Temptrol gas fired 2 pipe cool, roof mounted 
package gas fired/electric units, model ITF-R21A9M8E24 ?. Air distribution is supplied through ducts using zone stats. Two 
roof mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms and other areas of the buildings ventilation needs. Plumbing fixtures are 
typically of original type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the buildings copper piping that is mostly 
original. The up grades consists of auto operation 1.6 GPF toilets and 1 GPF urinals in certain locations.  Domestic hot 
water is supplied by a GE 2013 vintage, 40 gallon gas fired hot water heater model GG40T06TXK00 using a Grundfos 
circulation pump.  Drinking fountains are present. Janitor sink is floor mounted porcelain.
.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from a campus 7.5 KV oil switch ( original ) 4160 volt distribution system to a 
500 KVA transformer that provides 1600 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution. Lighting is 
mostly LEDs using the buildings EMS (LCD) system using motion sensors and switches,  electric switching and typical 
switches and outlets. There are some on going LED lighting up grades. The building is equipped with illuminated exit signs 
and emergency lighting that are powered from a central emergency battery system, Illuminator..

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building has a partial fire 
sprinkler system. This building/campus is protected by a monitored video security system.

CONVEYING:

This building is equipped with a hydraulic elevator that provides passage between levels. that appears original to 
construction. 

Hazmat.
Due to age of building Asbestos and or led based paints may be present. Cheek for incapsulation.
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Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $6,617,860.92 Replacement Cost:  $11,248,620.32 FCI:  58.83%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0028 P.E. MULTI-PURPOSE-W

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0028. Building "W", P.E. / Multipurpose, is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College 
District in Santa Ana, California. The 1-story 21,600 square foot building contains classrooms and multipurpose rooms. 
Originally constructed in 1972, there have been no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not 
limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using footings and foundation walls that are original to construction. The 
main structure is is cast in place concrete using red brick vinners over CMU. The roof is asphalt gravel and built up system 
with reflective coating of 1996 vintage.  Exterior main entry doors are typically aluminum store front doors set in aluminum 
jambs using panic type hardware. The service doors are metal in metal jambs using knobs, levers and panic type 
hardware. The windows/in fills are aluminum single pane fixed and operational units that are original to construction..

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall, plaster and CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most 
ceilings are 2'x4' acoustical tiles in metal grids. Other ceilings use fiber panels and exposed wood beams. Flooring in high 
use areas are sports type floors and VCT.  Most other flooring is carpet and wood strip.  Interior doors are generally solid 
wood in metal jambs using knob type hardware. The rest rooms have grab bars with tile floors with tile, CMU and painted 
gypsum walls with painted gypsum ceilings and metal toilet partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating/cooling for most of the building is provided by two 4 Seasons roof mounted gas fired furnace/air 
handling units, Model # 6SZE23-XXXADN1 and 6MZG28-0312-DN5. The office and lecture classroom portion of the 
building are supplied heating and cooling from a roof mounted package multi-zone gas/electric unit, Seasons, Model # 
6SZG28-XXXA-DN5. Additional cooling is provided two General Electric A/Cs condenser Model # BGAWAC09002FC and 
BWE048A300A5 using R-22 Freon. Additional cooling is provided a Trane A/C unit, Model # 38YCC060540 using R-22 
Freon, tag faded. Air distribution is supplied through ducts using supply an return fans using zone stats. Five roof mounted 
exhaust fans serve the restrooms and other areas of the buildings ventilation needs. Plumbing fixtures are typically of 
original type with up grades as needed, 1 GPF urinals for maintenance needs using the buildings original piping.  Domestic 
hot water for the shower area is supplied by a 50 and a 38 gallon gas fired hot water heater. There is a Rudd 19.9 -gallon 
electric ( 2014 vintage ) water heater model RHM021413348 to provide domestic hot water to the north restrooms. janitor 
sink is original floor mounted porcelain.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from the campus 7.5 KV 600 amp oil switch to two 5.5 KV switch providing 4160 
volt distribution to two transformers. The first is a 225 KVA transformer that provides 400 amps of 480 volt, 3-phase, 3-wire 
power. The second is a 112.5 KVA transformer that provides 400 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power. Lighting is 
mostly T-8 fluorescent, with High Bay T-5 using an EMS system with motion sensors and magnetic contact switching and 
typical switches and outlets. Some of the rooms have LED lighting. The building is equipped with illuminated exit signs and 
wall mounted battery type emergency lighting.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, smoke detectors and is centrally monitored. The building has a partial fire sprinkler system. Fire 
extinguishers are present.The building and campus has a video monitoring monitoring system.

Hazmat.
Due to age of building, Asbestos and or led based paints may be present. Check for incapsulation.
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Facility Executive Summary-
 Report Date:  25 Jan 2019

Deficiencies:
1 Replace roof.
2 Replace lav sink.
3 Replace metal toilet partitions.
4 Clean roof.

Current Repair Cost:  $6,364,078.55 Replacement Cost:  $11,091,600.00 FCI:  57.38%
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 Report Date:  25 Jan 2019

Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0029 ART-C

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0029. Building "C" Art, Humanities, is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in 
Santa Ana, California. The 2 story 22,537 square foot building contains classrooms and art labs. Originally constructed in 
1972, there have been no additions. This building received a remodel in 2004 with no major remodels to date, 2019.  A 
major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using footings and foundation walls. The main structure is typically cast in 
place concrete using split face CMU with a combination of wood and metal framing. The roof is a built up system with 
reflective coating of 1990 vintage. Exterior main entry's are auto operation aluminum framed store front type set in 
aluminum jambs using panic type hardware and the service doors are typically metal in metal jambs using levers. The 
windows and in fills are aluminum single pane units fixed and operational units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall with areas using vinyl wall coverings and CMU. The interior wall finishes are 
generally of original type.  Most ceilings are exposed to concrete and 2'x2' T-bar type acoustic tiles in metal grids.  Flooring 
in high use areas is a combination of concrete, and sheet vinyl, and tile. Most other flooring is carpet. Interior doors are a 
combination of solid wood and metal in metal jambs using a combination of knobs, levers and or panic type hardware. The 
rest rooms push plate auto operation entry's with grab bars using tile floors, walls and a tile wainscot using painted gypsum 
ceilings and wood toilet partitions. Staff rest rooms do not have grab bars.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by 2017 vintage up graded Temtrol gas fired 350,000 btu, 
two pipe cool AHUs model # ITF-RSA-RBHRE-19, using 10 HP supply fans and 5 HP return fans and ITF-RSA-RBHRE-25. 
using 10 HP supply fans and 7.5 HP return fan. Air distribution is supplied through ducts using zone controls. Two roof 
mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms and other areas of the buildings ventilation needs Centrimaster model # PV220 
and wall exhaust fan. Plumbing fixtures are of original type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the 
buildings original copper piping. The up grades consists of auto operation, 1.6 GPF toilets, sinks and 1 GPF urinals.  
Domestic hot water is supplied by a 40 gallon gas fired hot water heater using a 1/6 HP circulation pump. The building has 
drinking fountains as well as eye/shower wash systems. The building has gas and electric kilns. The ceramics room has a 
dehumidifier.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from the campus 7.5 KV original oil switch using 4160 volt distribution system to 
two transformers. The first is a 300 KVA transformer that provides 400 amps of 480 volt, 3-phase, 3-wire power. The 
second is a 225 KVA transformer that provides 800 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power.  Lighting is mostly LED 
and T-5 fluorescent and incandescent using the buildings (Blue box) LCS system and motion sensors with typical switches 
and outlets. The art gallery has an incandescent track lighting system using typical switches. The building is equipped with 
illuminated exit signs and emergency lighting that are powered from a central emergency battery system.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by a flow switch, pull stations, smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building has a 
limited fire sprinkler system. This building has specific rooms connected to a monitored security alarm and video system.

CONVEYING:



California Community Colleges COMET Facility Report

Facility Executive Summary-
 Report Date:  25 Jan 2019

This building is equipped with a hydraulic elevator that provides passage between levels. The elevator and equipment 
appear to be original. (No info tag).

Hazmat.
Due to age of building, Asbestos and or led based paints may be present.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $331,549.51 Replacement Cost:  $10,870,721.95 FCI:  3.05%
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 Report Date:  25 Jan 2019

Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0030 DUNLAP HALL

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0030. Building "D", Dunlap Hall, is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in 
Santa Ana, California. The 4-story 53,682 square foot building contains classrooms. Originally constructed in 1973. This 
building was remodelled in 2004,per staff with no major remodels to date,2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not 
limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using concrete footings and foundation walls that are original to 
construction. The main structure is cast in place concrete using split face CMU and stucco with concrete columns using 
metal framing. The roof is a built up system using a gravel ballest with reflective coating of 1997 vintage, per staff.  Exterior 
doors are typically metal in metal jambs using a combination of panic, knob and lever type hardware.  Windows were not 
noted. 

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and CMU with areas using vinyl wall coverings. The interior wall finishes are 
generally of original type. Most ceilings are 2'x4' suspended acoustical tiles in metal grids with areas exposed to concrete 
and or plaster. Flooring in high use areas are carpet. Most other flooring is VCT vinyl tiles and or concrete. Interior doors 
are generally solid wood in metal jambs using knob type hardware. The rest rooms have grab bars with tile floors with tile 
walls using painted gypsum ceilings with wood type toilet partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating for the building is provided by a penthouse mounted Lochinvar, 1,440,000 BTU gas fired hot water 
boiler, Model # CHN1440 using a 3 HP 92% EFF circulation pumps. Cooling is provided by four Trane penthouse mounted 
water chillers and air cooled condensing units, Model # RTCA09040H00A300, TRUA0904R302FXH using two 5 HP 89.5% 
EFF circulation pumps. Additional cooling is provided by split systems, Mitsubshi condenser model # PUZ-A24NHA4 using 
R-410-A Freon. The heating/cooling distribution system is by a roof mounted air handling unit that contains hot and cold 
coils, Huntair,52,000 CFM. Air is supplied by ducts through VAV boxes, some of which contain hot water reheat coils. Six 
roof mounted and one floor mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms and other areas of the building ventilation needs. 
Plumbing fixtures are of original type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs. The up grades consist of auto 
operation type, 1.6 GPF toilets, sinks and 1 GPF urinals. Domestic hot water is supplied by a Rheem, 50 gallon gas fired 
40,000 BTU hot water heater of 07 vintage using a 1/5 HP circulation pump. The building has a sump pumping system. The 
building has drinking fountains in common places.

ELECTRICAL:

The electrical system is fed from a 2004 vintage 476 KW at 600 amps providing 4160 volt distribution system to a 1000 
KVA transformer that provides 1200 amps of 277/480 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power. Each floor then has a 300 KVA 
transformer providing 400 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power. Lighting is primarily LED with a few T-8 fluorescent 
using the buildings EMS system with motion sensors, switches and typical switches and outlets. The building is equipped 
with illuminated exit signs and emergency lighting that are powered from a 70 KW roof mounted natural gas fired original 
Onan emergency stand by generator system using a ATS.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building does not have a fire sprinkler system. 
fire hose, 2019 vintage and fire extinguishers are present in cabinets with fire hose connection stand pipes in hall ways and 
stair ways. This building and campus has a video monitoring system.

CONVEYING:
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This building is equipped with a ThyssenKrupp Tac 50 hydraulic elevator that provides passage between levels. The 
elevator and equipment are of unknown vintage.

Hazmat.
None noted. Due to age of building, Asbestos and or led based paints may be present.

Deficiencies:
1 Replace carpet on stairs.

Current Repair Cost:  $1,964,622.30 Replacement Cost:  $25,893,512.70 FCI:  7.59%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0032 SECURITY-X

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0032. Building, Campus Security, is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in 
Santa Ana, California. The 1story 1,630 square foot building contains classrooms. Originally constructed in 1996, with no 
major remodels to date 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with 
complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using cast in place 48" concrete stem wall with metal framing. The main 
structure is precast panels. The roof is a built up system with reflective coating of unknown vintage. Exterior doors are 
typically aluminum storefront type set in aluminum jambs using panic type hardware. The windows/infills are aluminum 
units. 

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings are 2'x4' 
suspended acoustical tiles in metal grids or painted gypsum. Flooring in high use areas are VCT vinyl tile. Most other 
flooring is carpet. Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal jambs using lever handles. The rest rooms have grab 
bars with tile floors with tile walls with painted gypsum ceilings.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored Heating and cooling for the building is provided by a roof mounted package heat pump unit, Not available 
for assessment. Air distribution is supplied through ducts using zone stats. A roof mounted exhaust fan serves the restroom 
ventilation needs. Plumbing fixtures are typically of original type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using 
the buildings copper piping that is original. The up grades consists of auto operation toilets. Domestic hot water is supplied 
by an Insta hot electric hot water heater located under each bathroom sink.

ELECTRICAL:

The electrical system is fed from the campus 4160 volt distribution system to a 75 KVA transformer that provides 225 amps 
of 120/240 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power. Lighting is mostly T-8 fluorescent using motion switches and typical switches and 
outlets. The building is equipped with emergency exit signs. Emergency ballasts provide emergency lighting. Emergency 
power was not noted.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building has a partial fire 
sprinkler system. This building is not connected to a monitored security system. The campus video system is monitored at 
this location.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $120,205.19 Replacement Cost:  $829,246.20 FCI:  14.50%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0050 PORTABLES - B

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0050.Building "B", Portables, are located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in 
Santa Ana, California. The group of 4 one, story and 1 two story buildings have a total of 29,760 square feet of classrooms 
and offices. Originally constructed and or placed here in and around the 90s to 2001 with no major remodels to date, 2019.  
A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The buildings typically rest on metal frame on green plate and or a concrete slab on grade using a combination of footings 
and foundation walls. The main structures are typically wood frame with wood siding and or stucco. The roofs are a 
combination of standing seam metal and rolled asphalt of unknown vintage. Exterior doors are typically metal in metal 
jambs using lever handles and or panic type hardware. The windows are aluminum framed, double and single pane fixed 
and operational units. 

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include vinyl wall covering over drywall and FRP. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. 
Most ceilings are 2'x4' suspended acoustical tiles in metal grids and painted gypsum. Flooring in high use areas are VCT, 
sheet vinyl. Most other flooring is carpet. Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal jambs using lever type hardware 
The rest rooms have a combination of sheet vinyl and tile floors with FRP and tile walls using T-bar ceilings with vinyl type 
toilet partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling is provided by floor, wall, or roof mounted package heat pump units through ducts. 
Building 33 has a roof top Carrier HP, (no info). Buildings, 4-5-6-7 and 8 have Bard type heat pumps, Marvair model # 
VAI40HPC05BII-200096 using R-22 Freon.. Building 50 has 16 Scholar wall mounted heat pumps There are ceiling and 
roof mounted exhaust fans to serve specific portions of the complex. All plumbing fixtures are typically of original type with 
up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the buildings piping that is original. Domestic hot water was not noted. 
Areas of the buildings have eye/shower system.

ELECTRICAL:

The electrical system is fed primarily from the campus 4160 volt distribution system to a 225 and 75 KVA transformer that 
provides 800, 200 and 100 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution. Lighting is a combination of 
LED and T-8 fluorescent using motion sensor switches and typical switches, motion and outlets. The emergency lighting is 
present. Illuminated exit signs are present. This complex does not have an emergency generator.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible with some strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The 
system is activated by pull stations and or smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. Some of the 
buildings have a limited fire sprinkler system. This complex does not have a noted monitored security system. The 
buildings and the campus has emergency phones/ video monitoring system.

CONVEYING:

The two story portable building is equipped with a add on hydraulic elevator that provides passage between levels. The 
elevator and equipment are original of approximately 1995 vintage,per staff using 20 HP 72% EFF.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:
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Current Repair Cost:  $3,226,756.11 Replacement Cost:  $10,595,596.80 FCI:  30.45%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0122 M&O BUILDING-Z

Barney McClung, 10-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0122..  "Z", Building, is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, 
California. The 1-story 14,454 square foot building contains offices and shops for the maintenance, service department. 
Originally constructed in 2009, with no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full 
gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.
This building is surrounded by car port's, fuel station's and connex boxes

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using footings and foundation walls that are original to construction. The 
main structure is typically a combination of metal and wood framing using split face CMU. The roof is rolled that is original 
to construction.  Exterior doors are mostly metal roll ups and standard type metal doors in metal jambs using lever type 
handles. Aluminum doors with aluminum jambs are present with electric access control. Some of the buildings have 
skylites. 

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and or CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally original. Most ceilings are T-
bar 2'x4' suspended acoustical tiles in metal grids. Flooring in high use areas is concrete. Most other flooring is sheet vinyl 
and or carpet. Interior doors are a combination of wood in wood jambs with side lites and or metal in metal jambs using 
lever handles. The restrooms/unisex have tile floors with a tile wainscot using a painted hard lid. Toilet partitions are not 
noted.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building, office area is provided roof top gas fired, DX cooling Carrier units, 
model # 48PGDC12-A-50, providing 181,000 BTUs using R-410-A Freon using duct work with programmable thermostats, 
Sample Model # 48PGDC12A50. Additional heating is provided ceiling hung forced air furnace's, NA.. Additional cooling is 
provided by Carrier split systems for the server rooms, condenser model # (tag faded)  Roof mounted exhaust fans serve 
the restrooms and other areas of the building ventilation needs, GreenHeck model # GB-131-4X-QD, GreenHeck GB-141-
1HDX-QD, GreenHeck GB-121-4X-QD,  Cook 120-PR,, Cook, 0.12012CP, Cook, 024024CR, Cook 018018CR,   
GreenHeck, S-066-D6EX-QD.  Plumbing fixtures are of original type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs. The 
up grades consists of auto operation type 1.6 GPF toilets and sinks using the buildings original copper piping. Domestic hot 
water is supplied by a 2008 vintage Rudd 40 gallon electric water heater model # ELD-40-B providing 3000 watts using a 
expansion tank with a Grundfoss 1/6 HP circulation pump. There is a eye wash shower stations. 

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from the campus 4160 volt distribution system to a 2000 KVA transformer that 
provides 400 amps of 480/277 volt power to a 225 KVA transformer providing 800 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire 
power to local distribution. LCS lighting is primarily LED using the buildings EMS system by Autolodgic, with motion 
sensors, switches, electric switches. The building is equipped with illuminated exit signs and emergency lighting.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations and smoke detectors is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The system is original to 
construction. The building has a fire sprinkler system and fire extinguishers. This building has a monitored video security 
alarm system.

Hazmat.
None noted.
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Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $3,728,409.30 FCI:  0.00%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0123 I BUILDING

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0123.  "I", BUILDING, is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, 
California. The 2-story 17,550 square foot building contains classrooms. Originally constructed in 2009, with no major 
remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete 
replacement of all systems. 

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using concrete footings with cast in place concrete walls. The main structure 
is typically metal framed split face CMU. The roof is rolled asphalt with reflective coating with areas using metal.  Exterior 
doors are typically auto operation aluminum framed store front type using panic type hardware and auto operation sliding 
type. The service doors are metal in metal jambs using lever type hardware. The windows are dual pane fixed units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings 
are 2'x4' suspended acoustical tiles in metal grids and painted gypsum and or exposed to pandeck. Flooring in high use 
areas are sheet vinyl. Most other flooring is concrete/carpet. Interior doors are generally wood and or metal in metal jambs 
with side lites using lever handles. The rest rooms have grab bars with tile floors with tile walls using painted gypsum 
ceilings with plastic toilet partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating/cooling for the building is provided by 16 each, Carrier roof gas fired package units with DX 
cooling, Model # 48HJL005651 providing 80,000 BTUs. Roof mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms and other areas of 
the buildings ventilation needs. Plumbing fixtures are of original original type with up grades as needed for maintenance 
needs. The up grades consists of auto operation sinks, toilets and urinals using the buildings original copper. Domestic hot 
water is supplied by an AOSmith 19.9 gallon electric water heater.

ELECTRICAL:

The electrical system is fed from the campus 4160 volt distribution system to a 75 KVA transformer that provides,three 
section 800 amps of 120/208-277/480 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution. LCS lighting is primarily LED and T-8 
fluorescent using the buildings  Lutron lighting control system with motion sensors and typical switches and outlets. The 
building is equipped with a battery operation illuminated exit signs and emergency lighting using a Illuminator battery 
system. A UPS is present

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by a flow switch, pull stations, smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building has a 
fire sprinkler system and fire extinguishers. This building has a nine channel monitored security video system. The building 
has a security alarm system.

CONVEYING:

This building is equipped with a ThyssenKrupp TAC 20 hydraulic elevator that provides passage between levels

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $8,162,856.00 FCI:  0.00%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0124 CHILD DEVELOPMENT V-100

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0124 Building V-100, is part of the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, 
California. The  1-story building has 2,847 square foot of space that contains classrooms offices and offices. Originally 
constructed in 2010, with no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face 
to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The buildings rest on a concrete slab on grade. The main structure is metal /wood framed with plaster and Hardy board 
siding. The roof is a built up, rolled asphalt system that is original to construction.  Exterior main entry's doors are push 
plate, auto operation aluminum framed store front type set in aluminum jambs using panic and lever type handles. The 
windows and window in fills are dual pane fixed and operational units. The service doors are metal in metal jambs using 
lever type hardware. The over hangs are plywood.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings are 
fiberglass panels in exposed wood beams. Flooring in high use areas are carpet. Most other flooring is sheet vinyl. Interior 
doors are wood and metal in metal and aluminum jambs using lever handles. The rest rooms have grab bars with tile floors 
with a tile wainscot using painted gypsum ceilings. Toilet partitions are stainless steel. This building has a residential type 
kitchen.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by 2 Trane roof top gas fired package units with DX 
cooling, Model # YHCO48E3ELAONA2B0A1000000 providing 60,000 BTUs and YHCO060E3EMAONA2B0A1000000. The 
heating/cooling distribution system is by duct using the building EMS system on zone stats. Additional heating, cooling and 
make up air is provided by a Modine gas fired eveportive coolder. Roof mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms, kitchen 
and other areas of the buildings ventilation needs. Plumbing fixtures are typical of original type 1.6 GPF toilets, typical type 
sinks with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the buildings original copper piping. Domestic hot water is 
supplied by a 75 gallon 76,000 BTU Lochinvar gas fired hot water heater using a expansion tank with a 1/6 HP circulation 
pump.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from Con Edison 480 volt distribution system that provides 150 amps of 
120/208, volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution.  LCS lighting is primarily CFLs and T-8 with motion sensors and 
typical switches and outlets. The building is equipped with illuminated exit signs and emergency lighting provided by a 
battery system.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, heat and or smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The system is original 
to construction. The building has a full fire sprinkler system. This building has a monitored security/video system. The 
HVAC system has smoke and fire dampers.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $2,440,735.79 FCI:  0.00%



California Community Colleges COMET Facility Report

Facility Executive Summary-
 Report Date:  25 Jan 2019

Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0125 CHILD DEVELOPMENT V-200

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0125, Building V-200, is part of the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, 
California. The  1-story building has 2,847 square foot of space that contains classrooms offices and offices. Originally 
constructed in 2010, with no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face 
to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The buildings rest on a concrete slab on grade. The main structure is metal /wood framed with plaster and Hardy board 
siding. The roof is a rolled asphalt system that is original to construction.  Exterior doors are typically aluminum framed 
store front type set in aluminum jambs using panic and lever type handles. The windows and window in fills are dual pane 
fixed and operational units. The service doors are metal in metal jambs using lever type hardware. The over hangs are 
plywood.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings are 
fiberglass panels in exposed wood beams. Flooring in high use areas are carpet. Most other flooring is sheet vinyl. Interior 
doors are wood and metal in metal and aluminum jambs using lever handles. The restrooms/unisex have grab bars with tile 
floors with a tile wainscot using painted gypsum ceilings. Toilet partitions are not present. This building has a residential 
type kitchen.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by two 2010 vintage Trane roof top gas fired package units 
with DX cooling, Model # YHCO48E3ELAONA2B0A1000000 providing 60,000 BTUs and 
YHCO060E3EMAONA2B0A1000000 providing 80,000 BTUs using R-410-A Freon. The heating/cooling distribution system 
is by duct using the building EMS system on zone stats. Roof mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms, kitchen and other 
areas of the buildings ventilation needs, Cook model # 80-PR, . Plumbing fixtures are typical of original type (Mini toilets) 
with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the buildings original copper piping. up grades consists of auto 
operation sinks. Domestic hot water is supplied by a 40 gallon 40,000 BTU Lochinvar gas fired hot water heater model # 
UTN041G using a expansion tank with a 1/6 HP circulation pump.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from Con Edison 480 volt distribution system that provides 150 amps of 
120/208, volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution.  LCS lighting is primarily CFLs and LEDs with motion sensors and 
typical switches and outlets. The building is equipped with illuminated exit signs and emergency lighting provided a battery 
system.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by a flow switch, pull stations, heat and or smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The 
system is original to construction. The building has a full fire sprinkler system. This building has a monitored security/video 
system. The HVAC system has smoke and fire dampers.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $1,344,837.39 FCI:  0.00%



California Community Colleges COMET Facility Report

Facility Executive Summary-
 Report Date:  25 Jan 2019

Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0126 CHILD DEVELOPMENT V-300

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0126, Building V-300, is part of the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, 
California. The  1-story building has 2,847 square foot of space that contains classrooms offices and offices. Originally 
constructed in 2010, with no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face 
to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The buildings rest on a concrete slab on grade. The main structure is metal /wood framed with plaster and Hardy board 
siding. The roof is a built up, rolled asphalt system that is original to construction.  Exterior doors are typically aluminum 
framed store front type set in aluminum jambs using panic and lever type handles. The windows and window in fills are dual 
pane fixed and operational units. The service doors are metal in metal jambs using lever type hardware. The over hangs 
are plywood.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings are 
fiberglass panels in exposed wood beams. Flooring in high use areas are carpet. Most other flooring is sheet vinyl. Interior 
doors are wood and metal in metal and aluminum jambs using lever handles. The restrooms/unisex have grab bars with tile 
floors with a tile wainscot using painted gypsum ceilings. Toilet partitions are not present. This building has a residential 
type kitchen and washer and dryer.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by two 2010 Trane roof top gas fired package units with 
DX cooling, Model # YHCO48E3ELAONA2B0A1000000 providing 60,000 BTUs and YHCO060E3EMAONA2B0A1000000 
using R-410-A freon. The heating/cooling distribution system is by duct using the building EMS system on zone stats. Roof 
mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms, kitchen and other areas of the buildings ventilation needs, Cook model # 80PR. 
Plumbing fixtures are typical of original type (Mini toilets) with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the 
buildings original copper piping. The up grades consists of auto sinks. Domestic hot water is supplied by a 75 gallon 76,000 
BTU Lochinvar gas fired hot water heater using a expansion tank with a 1/6 HP circulation pump.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from Con Edison 480 volt distribution system that provides 150 amps of 
120/208, volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution.  LCS lighting is primarily CFLs and T-8 fluorescent using an EMS 
system with motion sensors and typical switches and outlets. The building is equipped with illuminated exit signs and 
emergency lighting provided a battery system.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, heat and or smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The system is original 
to construction. The building has a full fire sprinkler system. This building has a monitored security/video system. The 
HVAC system has smoke and fire dampers.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $1,344,837.39 FCI:  0.00%



California Community Colleges COMET Facility Report

Facility Executive Summary-
 Report Date:  25 Jan 2019

Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0127 CHILD DEVELOPMENT V-400

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0127, Building V-400, is part of the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, 
California. The  1-story building has 2,847 square foot of space that contains classrooms offices and offices. Originally 
constructed in 2010, with no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face 
to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The buildings rest on a concrete slab on grade. The main structure is metal /wood framed with plaster and Hardy board 
siding. The roof is a built up, rolled asphalt system that is original to construction.  Exterior doors are typically aluminum 
framed store front type set in aluminum jambs using panic and lever type handles. The windows and window in fills are dual 
pane fixed and operational units. The service doors are metal in metal jambs using lever type hardware. The over hangs 
are plywood.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings are 
fiberglass panels in exposed wood beams. Flooring in high use areas are carpet. Most other flooring is sheet vinyl. Interior 
doors are wood and metal in metal and aluminum jambs using lever handles. The rest rooms have tile floors with a tile 
wainscot using painted gypsum ceilings. Toilet partitions are not present. This building has a residential type kitchen.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by 2 Trane roof top gas fired package units with DX 
cooling, Model # YHCO48E3ELAONA2B0A1000000 providing 60,000 BTUs and YHCO060E3EMAONA2B0A1000000. The 
heating/cooling distribution system is by duct using the building EMS system on zone stats. Roof mounted exhaust fans 
serve the restrooms, kitchen and other areas of the buildings ventilation needs. Plumbing fixtures are typical of original type 
with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the buildings original copper piping. Domestic hot water is supplied 
by a 75 gallon 76,000 BTU Lochinvar gas fired hot water heater using a expansion tank with a 1/6 HP circulation pump.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from Con Edison 480 volt distribution system that provides 150 amps of 
120/208, volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution.  LCS lighting is primarily CFLs and T-8 fluorescent using an EMS 
system with motion sensors and typical switches and outlets. The building is equipped with illuminated exit signs and 
emergency lighting provided a battery system.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, heat and or smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The system is original 
to construction. The building has a full fire sprinkler system. This building has a monitored security/video system. The 
HVAC system has smoke and fire dampers.

Hazmat.
None note.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $1,344,837.39 FCI:  0.00%



California Community Colleges COMET Facility Report

Facility Executive Summary-
 Report Date:  25 Jan 2019

Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0128 CHILD DEVELOPMENT V-500

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0128. Building V-500, is part of the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, 
California. The multiable 1-story buildings used by multiable tenants with the college using 2,586 square foot of building 
space that contains classrooms offices and showers/locker rooms. Originally constructed in 2007, with no major remodels 
to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete 
replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The buildings rest on a concrete slab on grade using metal framing and pandeck. The main structure is typically split face 
CMU with large aluminum framed dual pane fixed in fills. The roof is a built up, rolled asphalt metal standing seam system 
that is original to construction.  Exterior doors are typically aluminum framed store front type set in aluminum jambs. The 
windows and window in fills are dual pane fixed and operational units. The service doors are metal in metal jambs using 
lever/panic type hardware.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall with metal framed wire/clear glass window walls. The interior wall finishes are 
generally of original type. Most ceilings are 2'x4' suspended acoustical tiles. Flooring in high use areas are carpet. Most 
other flooring is exposed to concrete and VCT. Interior doors are generally solid wood and metal in metal jambs using lever 
handles. The restrooms/unisex have grab bars with tile floors with tile walls and wainscot using painted gypsum ceilings. 
Toilet partitions are wood laminate.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by at least 29 noted roof top gas fired package units with 
DX cooling, sample Model #s 2CYC3030A104AA and UYCC3018A104AA providing 40,000 BTUs. using R-410-A Freon. 
The heating/cooling distribution system is by duct using the building EMS system on zone stats. Additional cooling for 
server room ECT is provided split systems  Roof mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms and other areas of the 
buildings ventilation needs, Cook model # 80-PR. Plumbing fixtures are typical of original type, (mini toilets) with up grades 
as needed for maintenance needs using the buildings original copper piping. Domestic hot water is provided by a 75 gallon 
gas fired 75,000 BTU water heater, model # ETN076 for rest rooms and sinks.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed fr 480 volt distribution system that provides 225 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 
4-wire power to local distribution.  LCS lighting is primarily CFLs and LED using an EMS system with motion sensors and 
typical switches and outlets. The building is equipped with illuminated exit signs and emergency lighting provided a battery 
system..

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, heat and or smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The system is of 2007 
vintage. The building has a full fire sprinkler system. This building has a monitored security/video system. The HVAC 
system has smoke and fire dampers. Two ÆEDs are present.

CONVEYING:

This building is equipped with a hydraulic elevator that provides passage between levels. The elevator and equipment are 
original.

Hazmat.
None noted.
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Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $1,373,250.45 FCI:  0.00%



California Community Colleges COMET Facility Report

Facility Executive Summary-
 Report Date:  25 Jan 2019

Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0129 VILLAGE 100

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0129. VILLAGE 100.
Portables, are located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, California. 
The group of  one, story modular buildings have a total of 12,193 square feet of classrooms and offices. Originally 
constructed and or placed here in and around 2014 with no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but 
is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with a complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:
The buildings typically rest on metal frame on green plate on asphalt. The main structures are typically wood frame with 
wood siding. The roofs are standing seam metal of original vintage. Exterior doors are typically metal in metal jambs using 
lever handles and or panic type hardware. The windows are aluminum framed, double fixed and operational units. The 
buildings are accessed by metal ramps.

INTERIORS:  
Partition wall types include vinyl wall covering over drywall. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most 
ceilings are 2'x4' suspended acoustical tiles in metal grids and painted gypsum. Flooring in high use areas are, sheet vinyl. 
Most other flooring is carpet. Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal jambs using lever type hardware The rest 
rooms/unisex,  have grab bars with sheet vinyl floors with FRP walls using T-bar ceilings with metal type toilet partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:
EMS monitored, Heating and cooling is provided by wall, or roof mounted package heat pump units through ducts, Bard 
type heat pumps using programmable thermostats with ceiling supply's and wall returns, model # W28H1-A04VP4XXX 
using R-410-A Freon.. There are ceiling and roof mounted exhaust fans to serve specific portions of the complex. All 
plumbing fixtures typical manual operation 1.6 GPF toilets with typical sinks and 1 GPF urinals with up grades as needed 
for maintenance needs using the buildings piping that is original. Domestic hot water is provided by Chronomite
insta hots, model SR 20L/208. 

ELECTRICAL:The electrical system is fed primarily from the campus 4160 volt distribution system local 120/208 volt 1200 
amp switch providing 120/240 volt, 1-phase, 3-wire power to local distribution., each building sub panel.  Lighting is mostly 
T-8 fluorescent using typical switches, motion sensors switches and outlets. The emergency lighting is present. Illuminated 
exit signs are present. This complex does not have an emergency generator noted.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:
The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible with some strobe annunciators located throughout the buildings. The 
system is activated by pull stations and or smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel.. This complex 
has a monitored security alarm and video monitoring system. The buildings and the campus has emergency phones/ video 
monitoring system.

CONVEYING:
None.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $5,171,492.00 FCI:  0.00%



California Community Colleges COMET Facility Report

Facility Executive Summary-
 Report Date:  25 Jan 2019

Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0130 VILLAGE 200

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0130. VILLAGE 200.
Portables, are located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, California. 
The group of  one, story modular buildings have a total of 15,360 square feet of classrooms and offices. Originally 
constructed and or placed here in and around 2014 with no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but 
is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with a complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:
The buildings typically rest on metal frame on green plate on asphalt. The main structures are typically wood frame with 
wood siding. The roofs are standing seam metal of original vintage. Exterior doors are typically metal in metal jambs using 
lever handles and or panic type hardware. The windows are aluminum framed, double fixed and operational units. The 
buildings are accessed by metal ramps.

INTERIORS:  
Partition wall types include vinyl wall covering over drywall. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most 
ceilings are 2'x4' suspended acoustical tiles in metal grids and painted gypsum. Flooring in high use areas are, sheet vinyl. 
Most other flooring is carpet. Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal jambs using lever type hardware The rest 
rooms/unisex,  have grab bars with sheet vinyl floors with FRP walls using T-bar ceilings with metal type toilet partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:
EMS monitored, Heating and cooling is provided by wall, or roof mounted package heat pump units through ducts, Bard 
type heat pumps using programmable thermostats with ceiling supply's and wall returns, model # W6OH1-A05VP4XXX 
using R-410-A Freon.. There are ceiling and roof mounted exhaust fans to serve specific portions of the complex. All 
plumbing fixtures typical manual operation 1.6 GPF toilets with typical sinks and 1 GPF urinals with up grades as needed 
for maintenance needs using the buildings piping that is original. Domestic hot water is provided by Chronomite
insta hots, model SR 20L/208. 

ELECTRICAL:The electrical system is fed primarily from the campus 4160 volt distribution system local 120/208 volt 1200 
amp switch providing 120/240 volt, 1-phase, 3-wire power to local distribution., each building sub panel.  Lighting is mostly 
T-8 fluorescent using typical switches, motion sensors switches and outlets. The emergency lighting is present. Illuminated 
exit signs are present. This complex does not have an emergency generator noted.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:
The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible with some strobe annunciators located throughout the buildings. The 
system is activated by pull stations and or smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel.. This complex 
has a monitored security alarm and video monitoring system. The buildings and the campus has emergency phones/ video 
monitoring system.

CONVEYING:
None.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:
1 Replace carpet.
2 Replace sheet vinyl in rest rooms.

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $5,331,148.80 FCI:  0.00%
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Facility Executive Summary-
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0131 VILLAGE 300

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0131. VILLAGE 300.
Portables, are located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, California. 
The group of  one, story modular buildings have a total of 10,764 square feet of classrooms and offices. Originally 
constructed and or placed here in and around 2014 with no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but 
is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with a complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:
The buildings typically rest on metal frame on green plate on asphalt. The main structures are typically wood frame with 
wood siding. The roofs are standing seam metal of original vintage. Exterior doors are typically metal in metal jambs using 
lever handles and or panic type hardware. The windows are aluminum framed, double fixed and operational units. The 
buildings are accessed by metal ramps.

INTERIORS:  
Partition wall types include vinyl wall covering over drywall. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most 
ceilings are 2'x4' suspended acoustical tiles in metal grids and painted gypsum. Flooring in high use areas are, sheet vinyl. 
Most other flooring is carpet. Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal jambs using lever type hardware.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:
EMS monitored, Heating and cooling is provided by wall, or roof mounted package heat pump units through ducts, Bard 
type heat pumps using programmable thermostats with ceiling supply's and wall returns, model # W6OH1-A05VP4XXX 
using R-410-A Freon.. There are ceiling and roof mounted exhaust fans to serve specific portions of the complex. 

ELECTRICAL:The electrical system is fed primarily from the campus 4160 volt distribution system local 120/208 volt 1200 
amp switch providing 120/240 volt, 1-phase, 3-wire power to local distribution., each building sub panel.  Lighting is mostly 
T-8 fluorescent using typical switches, motion sensors switches and outlets. The emergency lighting is present. Illuminated 
exit signs are present. This complex does not have an emergency generator noted.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:
The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible with some strobe annunciators located throughout the buildings. The 
system is activated by pull stations and or smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel.. This complex 
has a monitored security alarm and video monitoring system. The buildings and the campus has emergency phones/ video 
monitoring system.

CONVEYING:
None.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $3,998,361.60 FCI:  0.00%



California Community Colleges COMET Facility Report

Facility Executive Summary-
 Report Date:  25 Jan 2019

Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0132 CENTRAL PLANT BUILDING-O

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0132. CENTRAL PLANT BUILDING-0.
The central plant building, is located on the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa 
Ana, California. The 0ne and two story 23,685 square foot building contains the central plant and other areas in support of 
softball, baseball and restrooms. Originally constructed in 2018, with no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel 
consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade.. The main structure is typically a combination of metal and pandeck with 
some wood framing using split face CMU. The roof is rolled that is original to construction.  Exterior doors are mostly metal 
roll ups and standard type metal doors in metal jambs using lever type handles. There is a large CMU are behind 
restrooms contains 60 Ice tanks.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and or CMU, depending on use and or location.. The interior wall finishes are 
generally original. Most ceilings are T-bar 2'x4' suspended acoustical tiles in metal grids, painted gypsum and exposed to 
pandeck. Flooring in high use areas is concrete. Most other flooring is sheet vinyl. Interior doors are a combination of wood 
in metal jambs using lever/panic type hardware The restrooms/unisex in support of the sports area and central plant have 
grab bars with concrete and tile floors with CMU walls with a tile wainscot using a painted hard lid. Toilet partitions are vinyl 
type.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Cooling for the campus and building is provided by two Trane chillers model # CVHF570 of 2017 vintage 
using 1300 lbs of R-123 Freon using a campus loop, supply and return piping using two 60 HP 95% EFF circulation pumps 
using 60 Calmac ice tanks, model # 1500. Two BAC galvanized cooling towers are present, XESSE-142-12L.  Heating for 
the building and the campus is provided using two heat exchangers using five 40 HP 94.1% EFF, one 25 HP 93.6% 
circulation pumps, all on VFD's  Additional cooling is provided split systems for the electrical rooms, Mitsubshi evaperator 
model # 4MYW1618A10NOAA, condenser model # 4TYK1618A10N0AA providing 18,000 BTU using R-410-A Freon..  
Roof mounted (three) exhaust fans serve the restrooms and other areas of the building ventilation needs, Cook model # 
135ACE,101ACE. Ceiling mounted supply and exhaust fans are present, (no access).  Plumbing fixtures are of original 
type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs. The up grades consists of auto operation type 1,28 GPF toilets, low 
flow sinks and 0.28 GPF urinals using the buildings original copper piping. Domestic hot water is supplied by a 2018 
vintage Rudd 15 gallon electric unit providing 4500 watts model # EGSP15 and on demand Chronomite electric water 
heater providing 3000 watts. There is a eye wash shower stations. Janitor sink is porcelain.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from the campus 4160 volt distribution system to a 2500 KVA transformer that 
provides 3000 amps of 480/277 volt power to the building and a 75 KVA transformer providing 400 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-
phase, 4-wire power to local distribution. LCS (Eaton)  lighting is primarily LED using motion sensors switches, electric 
switches with typical switches and out lets.. The building is equipped with illuminated exit signs and emergency lighting 
using a DuaLite battery system..

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible and strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by a flow switch, pull stations and or smoke detectors is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel of 2018 vintage. 
The system is original to construction. The building has a fire sprinkler system and fire extinguishers. This building has a 
video monitoring system.
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Conveyance:
The building has a elevator, 2018 vintage Otis hydrlaic unit providing 40 HP at 78.5% EFF.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $70,502,192.10 FCI:  0.00%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0900 RR BLDG (SOCCER)

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0900. Building 900, is part of the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, 
California. The 1-story building is used for storage/restrooms. Originally constructed in 2013, with no major remodels to 
date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement 
of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The buildings rest on a concrete slab on grade using metal framing and pandeck. The main structure is split face CMU. The 
roof was not available for assessment.  Exterior doors are metal in metal jambs using lever hardware. A Metal rollup door is 
present. 

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings are exposed to metal 
framing. Flooring in high use areas is concrete. The rest rooms have concrete floors with CMU walls. Ceilings are exposed 
to metal frame and pandeck.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

There is no heating or cooling in this building. Plumbing fixtures are of original type, auto operation toilets and auto sinks 
with waterless urinals. Toilet partitions are wood laminate. Domestic hot water is provided by on demand insta hot unit. 
Ventilation is provided by roof top turbans for rest rooms. Drinking fountains are present.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from a 2012 switch providing 480 volt to a 75 KVA transformer to local 
distribution that provides 225 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution.  LCS (Blue Box) lighting is 
primarily T-8 fluorescent using an EMS system with motion sensors and typical switches and outlets.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, heat and or smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The system is of 2013 
vintage, per tag.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:
None noted,

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $358,559.52 FCI:  0.00%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0910 RR BLDG (TRACK & FLD)

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0910. Building 910, is part of the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, 
California. The 1-story 1000 square foot building is used for storage and or rest rooms. Originally constructed in 2013, with 
no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with 
complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The buildings rest on a concrete slab on grade using metal framing and pandeck. The main structure is split face CMU. The 
roof was not available for assessment.  Exterior doors are metal in metal jambs using pull handle hardware. There are no 
windows note.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings are exposed to wood 
and or metal framing. Flooring in high use areas is concrete. The rest rooms have concrete floors with CMU walls with 
metal framed ceilings.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

There is no heating or cooling in this building. Ventilation is provided by roof top turbans. Plumbing fixtures are of original 
type, Auto operation toilets, sinks with waterless urinals. Drinking fountains are present. A water filter system is present.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed at 480 volt to local distribution system that provides three section 40 amps of 
120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution.  LCS lighting is primarily T-8 fluorescent using an EMS system 
with motion sensors and typical switches and outlets.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, heat and or smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The system is of 2013 
vintage.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $358,559.52 FCI:  0.00%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0920 SOCCER STORAGE

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0920. Building 920, is part of the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, 
California. The 1-story 1000 square foot building is used for storage. Originally constructed in 2013, with no major remodels 
to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete 
replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The buildings rest on a concrete slab on grade using metal framing and pandeck. The main structure is split face CMU. The 
roof was not available for assessment.  Exterior doors are metal rollup.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings are exposed to metal 
framing. Flooring in high use areas is concrete.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

There is no heating or cooling in this building. Ventilation is provided by roof top exhaust fans. 

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed providing 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution. Lighting is 
primarily LED using an EMS system with motion switches and typical outlets.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, heat and or smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The system is of 2013 
vintage.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $251,970.00 FCI:  0.00%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0930 FOOTBALL STORAGE

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0930. Building 930, is part of the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, 
California. The 1-story, 1000 square foot building is used for storage. Originally constructed in 2013, with no major 
remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete 
replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The buildings rest on a concrete slab on grade using metal framing and pandeck. The main structure is split face CMU. The 
roof was not available for assessment.  Exterior doors are metal in metal jambs using lever hardware. A Metal rollup door is 
present. There are no windows note.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings are exposed to metal 
framing. Flooring in high use areas is concrete.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

There is no heating or cooling in this building. Ventilation is provided by roof top turbans.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed at 480 volt to local distribution system that provides three section 40 amps of 
120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution.  LCS lighting is primarily T-8 fluorescent using an EMS system 
with motion sensors and typical switches and outlets.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, heat and or smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The system is of 2013 
vintage.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $251,970.00 FCI:  0.00%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0940 RR BLDG (SOCCER)

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0940. Building 940, is part of the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, 
California. The 1-story 578 square foot building is used for storage/Doug outs and or rest rooms. Originally constructed in 
2013, with no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud 
renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The buildings rest on a concrete slab on grade using metal framing and pandeck. The main structure is split face CMU. The 
roof was not available for assessment.  Exterior doors are metal in metal jambs using lever type hardware. There are no 
windows note.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings are exposed to wood 
and or metal framing. Flooring in high use areas is concrete. The unisex rest rooms have grab bars with concrete floors 
with CMU walls with ceilings exposed to metal frame and pandeck.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

There is no noted heating or cooling in this building. Ventilation is provided by roof top turbans. Plumbing fixtures are of 
original type, Auto operation toilets, sinks. Drinking fountains are present. A water filter system is present.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed at 480 volt to local distribution system that provides three section 40 amps of 
120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution.  LCS lighting is primarily T-8 fluorescent using an EMS system 
with motion sensors and typical switches and outlets.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, heat and or smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The system is of 2013 
vintage. A video system is present.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:
1 Replace/repair toilet.

Current Repair Cost:  $4,379.28 Replacement Cost:  $219,541.74 FCI:  1.99%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0950 ELECTRICAL

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0950. ELECTRICAL.

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $1,007,052.00 FCI:  0.00%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0960 CONCESSION/RR (BASEBALL)

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0960. CONCESSION/RR (BASEBALL)
0900. Building 900, is part of the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, 
California. The 1-story 604 SF building is used for storage, concession's and restrooms. Originally constructed in 2006, with 
no major remodels to date, 2019.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with 
complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The buildings rest on a concrete slab on grade using metal framing and pandeck. The main structure is split face CMU. The 
roof was not available for assessment.  Exterior doors are metal in metal jambs using lever hardware.  

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include CMU with FRP covering's.. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings 
are 2'x4' T-bar acoustic tiles in metal grids. Flooring in high use areas is sheet vinyl. The restrooms have grab bars with tile 
floors floors with CMU/painted gypsum walls. Ceilings are 2'x4' T-bar. Partitions are wood laminate.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

There is no heating or cooling noted in this building. Plumbing fixtures are of original type, auto operation toilets and auto 
sinks and urinals. Domestic hot water is provided by a AOSmith 15 gallon original unit, (tag covered). Ventilation is 
provided by roof top turbans for rest rooms. Three Mars fly fans are present, model # 38NCH, 1/2 HP units.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from another location providing 100 amp's of 120/208 volt power to local 
distribution.  lighting is primarily T-8 fluorescent using an EMS system with typical switches and outlets. Exterior lighting is 
Halagon.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, heat and or smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The system is of 2006 
vintage.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $229,417.32 FCI:  0.00%
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 Report Date:  25 Jan 2019

Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0970 DIGITAL MEDIA CENTER

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0120. Building "", DIGITAL MEDIA CENTER, is located off site at 1300 Bristol ave as part of the Santa Ana campus of 
Rancho Santiago Community College District in Santa Ana, California. The 2-story 28,200 square foot building contains 
classrooms, offices. Originally constructed in 2006, with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel consists of but 
is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using footings and foundation walls that are original to construction. The 
main structure is typically metal frame and pandeck using split face CMU with a metal clad siding. The roof is a built up 
system of original construction using rain sensors.  Exterior doors are aluminum framed store front type using panic type 
hardware with electric access control. The in fills/windows are fixed dual pane units. The service doors are metal in metal 
jambs using the lever type hardware. 

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and CMU with areas using aluminum framed single pane fixed window walls. 
The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings are 2'x4' suspended acoustical tiles in metal grids with 
painted gypsum and or open to pandeck. Flooring in high use areas are carpet. Most other flooring is concrete. Interior 
doors are generally solid wood in metal jambs using lever handles with electric access control. The rest rooms have grab 
bars with tile floors with tile walls using painted hard lids with wood laminate toilet partitions

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating for the building is provided by an Ajax, roof mounted 625,000  BTU gas fired hot water boiler 
Model # WPG525W using 1.5 HP 86% EFF circulation pump. Cooling is provided by Carrier roof mounted water chillers 
and air cooled condensing units, Two, Model # 50AY-030-PCQ11EY, One, 50AY-035PDQB11EY, One, 50EW-Q024-
611CA. using R-22 Freon. The heating/cooling distribution system is by a roof mounted air handling unit that contains hot 
and cold coils. Air is supplied using ducts with VAV boxes, some of which contain hot water reheat coils. Additional cooling 
is provided Libert and split systems. Six roof mounted and one floor mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms and other 
areas of the buildings ventilation needs, GreenHeck model CUBE-141HP-4-X, CUBE-161HP-3-X. Plumbing fixtures are 
typical of original type with upgrades as needed for maintenance needs using the buildings copper piping that is original. 
The up grades consists of auto operation, 1.6 GPF toilets, low flow sinks and 1 GPF urinals. Domestic hot water is supplied 
by a 2005 vintage Universal, 74 gallon gas fired hot water heater, model GN-75-125 using a Grundfoss 1/6 HP circulation 
pump.
 
ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed at 480 volts distribution system to a 45 and a 225 KVA transformer that provides 
1200 amps of 277/480 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power. Each floor then has a 225 and a 75 KVA transformer providing 400/100 
amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power. LCS lighting is primarily CFLs and LED using motion sensors and typical 
switches and outlets. Typical theater lighting is present using a dimmer system. The building is equipped with illuminated 
exit signs and emergency lighting that are powered  from a 70 KW roof mounted natural gas fired emergency stand by 
generator system using a ATS. Server room/building has a Dual-lite battery UPS

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by a flow switch, pull stations, heat/smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building 
has a fire sprinkler system with a 1/3 HP booster pump1.6 GPF, 1 GPF urinals. This building has a monitored security 
alarm/video monitoring system. The HVAC system has smoke detectors and fire dampers.
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CONVEYING:

This building is equipped with a wheel chair lift and hydraulic elevator that provides passage between levels. The elevator 
and equipment are original.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $13,116,384.00 FCI:  0.00%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0971 O.C. SHERIFF'S REG. TRAIN. ACD
Address: 15991 Armstrong Ave, ,  

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0121. Building "", SHERIFF'S REG. TRAINING ACD, is part of the Santa Ana campus of Rancho Santiago Community 
College District in Santa Ana, California. The multiable 1-story buildings used by multiable tenants with the college using 
8,697 square foot of building space that contains classrooms offices and showers/locker rooms. Originally constructed in 
2007, with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud 
renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The buildings rest on a concrete slab on grade using metal framing and pandeck. The main structure is typically split face 
CMU with large aluminum framed dual pane fixed in fills. The roof is a built up, rolled asphalt metal standing seam system 
that is original to construction.  Exterior doors are typically push plate auto operation aluminum framed store front type set 
in aluminum jambs using panic type hardware with electric access control. . The windows and window in fills are dual pane 
fixed and operational units. The service doors are metal in metal jambs using lever/panic type hardware. East/west 
windows have mechanical shades.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall with metal framed wire/clear glass window walls. The interior wall finishes are 
generally of original type. Most ceilings are 2'x4' suspended acoustical tiles. Flooring in high use areas are carpet. Most 
other flooring is exposed to concrete and VCT. Interior doors are generally solid wood and metal in metal jambs using lever 
handles, there are some aluminum type present.. The rest rooms (Unisex) have grab bars have tile floors with tile walls and 
wainscot using painted gypsum ceilings. Toilet partitions are wood laminate. Men's and Women's showers are present. 
There is a Residential type washer dryer present.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by 38 noted Trane roof top gas fired package units with DX 
cooling, sample Model #s, 2006 vintage, YCH043A4ELA13A00000000600 providing 60,000 BTUs, 2YCC3030A1040AA, 
providing 40,000 BTUs, UYCC3018A104AA providing 40,000 BTUs, YHC063A4EMA11A00000000600 providing 80,000 
BTUs, 4YCC3036A4064AA providing 64,000 BTUs, 2YCC3024A1040AA providing 40,000 BTUs, 4YCC3036A4064AA 
providing 64,000 BTUs. I tried to get a sample of each BTU output.  The heating/cooling distribution system is by duct using 
the building EMS system on zone stats. Additional cooling for server room and others is provided split systems, EMI 
evaporator, condenser model 2TTB3060A1000AA using R-22 Freon. Additional cooling is provided by five AAON 100% FA 
units with Reznor gas fired furnace.  Roof mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms and other areas of the buildings 
ventilation needs, GreenHeck model G-070-D-X, G-090-D-X, SB-100-5-X, FHI-18x18-A-BS, SB-141-3-X, SB-180-5-X.. 
Plumbing fixtures are typical of original manual operation type 1.6 GPF toilets, 1 GPF sinks with up grades as needed for 
maintenance needs using the buildings original copper piping. The upgrades consists of auto operation sinks. Domestic hot 
water is supplied by two 500,000 Ray Pack gas fired hot water boilers using a mixing valve and a 250 gallon storage tank 
for showers. Additional hot water is provided by a (now roof mounted), 2015 vintage on demand Rannia gas fired water 
heater, model RL75E for rest rooms and sinks. This unit says it's for indoor installation only. Drinking/bottle fill fountains are 
present,

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from Con Edision 480 volt distribution system that provides 2000 amps of 
277/480, volt power to a combination of 150, 112.5 KVA transformers that provide 400, 225 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 
4-wire power to local distribution.  LCS lighting is primarily LED, CFLs and T-8 fluorescent using an EMS system with 
motion sensors and typical switches and outlets. The building is equipped with illuminated exit signs and emergency 
lighting provided a battery system..

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:
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The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by a flow switch, pull stations, heat and or smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The 
system is of 2007 vintage. The building has a full fire sprinkler system. This building has a monitored security/video system. 
The HVAC system has smoke and fire dampers. Two ÆEDs are present.

CONVEYING:

This building is equipped with a hydraulic elevator that provides passage between levels. The elevator and equipment are 
original.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:
1 Replace 3 leaking showers.

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $4,045,148.64 FCI:  0.00%
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 Report Date:  25 Jan 2019

Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0972 FOOTBALL WEIGHT RM

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0972 Football Weight Room

*****************THIS BUILDING WAS NOT IN THE SPACE INVENTORY AND WAS NOT ASSESSED IN 2019*****

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $759,660.00 FCI:  0.00%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santa Ana College\0973 POOL STORAGE

Barney McClung, 24-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0973 POOL STORAGE

**********BUILDING WAS NOT IN SPACE INVENTORY AND WAS NOT ASSESSED IN 2019*************

This building was previously part of the Gym building, but was removed prior to the 2019 FUSION Assessment.

Current Repair Cost:  $547,389.36 Replacement Cost:  $839,210.00 FCI:  65.23%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Centennial Education Center\0101 CEC-A

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0101. CEC building "A" is located on the Centennial Education Center campus of the Rancho Santiago Community College 
District in Santa Ana, California. The 1-story 9,224 square foot building contains classrooms and offices.  Originally 
constructed/and or placed here in 1980, with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel consists of but is not 
limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a metal frame using concrete footings and foundation walls. The main structure is typically wood 
framed with wood siding. The roof is a monolithic built up system with a reflective coating that was installed in 1987 with the 
renovation. Exterior doors are typically wood in metal, wood in wood jambs using lever and panic type hardware. The 
windows are typically aluminum single pane fixed units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include vinyl covered drywall. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings are 
2'x4' suspended acoustical tiles and painted gypsum. Flooring in high use areas is sheet vinyl and the offices use carpet . 
Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal jambs using levers and panic type hardware. The rest rooms have grab 
bars with tile floors with tile walls using 12"x12" glue on ceilings.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by roof mounted package gas/electric units, of different 
ages/size, model 48SX-060-14801-1, 48SX-036-14801-1, York units, model D3C6048N06225E, D3C6036N04106D, 
D3CG036N041250, providing 50,000 BTU's, some units have faded tags, all using R-22 Freon through ducts using zone 
stats. A roof mounted exhaust fan serves the restrooms ventilation needs. Plumbing fixtures are of original type with up 
grades as needed for maintenance needs using the original piping.  Domestic hot water is supplied by 2.7 gallon Eemax 
electric water heater.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original, 1991 vintage electrical system is fed from building E using the campus main switchboard providing 600 
amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase,4-wire power to local distribution using 400 amps, 225 amps and 200 amp panels. Lighting 
is mostly T-8 fluorescent using motion sensors. The building is equipped with emergency ballasts to provide emergency 
lighting. Illuminated exit signs with battery backup are present. This building does not have a noted emergency generator.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, smoke detectors and or heat detectors, and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. This 
building/campus has a monitored  video and security alarm system. An ÆED is present.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $2,839,684.98 Replacement Cost:  $4,357,140.88 FCI:  65.17%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Centennial Education Center\0102 CEC-B

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0102. CEC building "B" is located on the Centennial Education Center campus of the Rancho Santiago Community College 
District in Santa Ana, California. The 1-story 5,160 square foot building contains classrooms and offices. Originally 
constructed/placed here in 1980, with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a 
full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building typically rests on a metal frame. The main structure is typically wood siding over wood framing. The roof is a 
monolithic built up system with a reflective coating that was installed in 1987. Exterior doors are typically wood in metal and 
or metal in metal jambs using lever and or panic type hardware. The windows are typically aluminum framed single pane 
fixed tinted units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings are 2"x4" 
suspended acoustical tiles in metal grids. Flooring in high use areas as well as office areas is carpet. Interior doors are 
generally solid wood in metal jambs with single pane metal side lites that are original to construction, others are aluminum 
patio type sliders using panic and lever type hardware. There are no rest rooms in this building.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by nine roof mounted package gas/electric units, model 
48SX-024-14801-1. 48SX-36-14801-1 using R-22 Freon through ducts using zone stats. Additional cooling is provided by a 
spilt system, This building has no roof mounted exhaust fans. This building does not have any noted plumbing systems.

ELECTRICAL:

The original electrical system is fed from the campus main switchboard with providing two section 200 amp 120/208 volt, 3-
phase, 4-wire power to local distribution. Lighting is mostly T-8 fluorescent using typical switches and outlets. The building 
is equipped with emergency ballasts to provide emergency lighting. Illuminated exit signs with battery backup are present. 

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations or heat/smoke detectors, and is centrally monitored. The building does not have a fire sprinkler 
system. This building has a monitored security system. 

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $1,486,555.37 Replacement Cost:  $2,437,429.20 FCI:  60.99%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Centennial Education Center\0103 CEC-C

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0103. CEC building "C" is located on the Centennial Education Center campus of the Rancho Santiago Community College 
District in Santa Ana, California. The 1-story 3,720 square foot building contains classrooms, child develoment center. 
Originally constructed in 1980, there has been a 1987 roof renovation and one 960 square foot addition in 1998 bringing 
the total to 4,680 SF. There was a cosmetic remodel in 2010, with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel 
consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a metal frame supporting a wood sub floor. The main structure is typically wood framed wit T-111 
siding. The roof is a monolithic built up system with a reflective coating that was installed in 1987, per staff. Exterior doors 
are typically metal in metal jambs using lever/panic type hardware. The windows are typically aluminum framed single pane 
fixed and operational units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall. The interior wall finishes are generally original to construction. Most ceilings are 
2"x4" suspended acoustical tiles in metal grids. Flooring in high use areas is a combination of Sheet vinyl, VCT vinyl 
flooring and carpet. The stainless steel commercial type kitchen has a tile floor. Interior doors are a combination of wood 
and or metal in metal jambs with metal side lites using lever type hardware. The rest room have grab bars with tile floors 
with tile walls using painted gypsum ceilings.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the main building is provided by four Carrier roof mounted package gas/electric 
units. Three, Model # 48SX036-14801-1, providing 80,000 BTUs and one Model # 50EZ-A36, providing 50,000 BTUs. 
Kitchen hearing/cooling and make up air is provided a Greenheck gas fired unit, Model # PVF75H, providing 75,000 BTU's. 
Heating and cooling for each portable building is provided by roof/ wall mounted heat pump unit through ducts using zone 
stats. Kitchen and building ventilation is provided by GreenHeck model CUBE-101Hp-3-6, Captive air model DU##HFA of 
2010 vintage.. All restrooms are equipped with ceiling mounted exhaust fans. Plumbing fixtures are mostly original with up 
grades as needed for maintenance needs. The up grades consists of auto operation 1.6 GPF toilets and low flow sinks. 
Mini toilets are present for Childern. The noted domestic hot water is provided a Brad/Fordwhite 2010 vintage 100 gallon 
gas fired unit providing 85,000 BTUs, model 100T8883N using an expansion tank and the buildings original copper piping. 
Resadental type (Stacked)  washer and dryer is present.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from the campus main switchboard with 175 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-
wire power. Lighting is mostly T-8 fluorescent using motion sensors with typical switches and outlets. The building has 
emergency lighting and illuminated exit signs. This building does not have a noted emergency generator.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations and or heat/smoke detectors, and is centrally monitored. Some of the smoke detectors are not 
monitored, per staff. The building does not have a fire sprinkler system. This building has a monitored security/video 
system. Fire extinguishers are present. The kitchen exhaust hood has a fire suppression system.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:
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Current Repair Cost:  $1,674,282.94 Replacement Cost:  $1,624,334.40 FCI:  103.08%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Centennial Education Center\0104 CEC-F

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0104. CEC building "F" is located on the Centennial Education Center campus of the Rancho Santiago Community College 
District in Santa Ana,  California. The two 1-story 10,030 square foot building contains classrooms and offices. Originally 
constructed in 1980, one modular addition in 1998 with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel consists of but 
is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building typically rests on a concrete slab on grade and metal framing with concrete footings and foundation walls that 
are original to construction. The main structure is typically wood framed with wood siding. The roof is a monolithic built up 
system with a reflective coating that was installed in 1987,per staff. Exterior doors are a combination of auto operation 
aluminum sliders and wood doors in metal jambs and or metal in metal jambs using a combination of panic and or lever 
type hardware. The windows are typically a combination of aluminum framed single and dual pane units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall with areas using vinyl wall coverings. The interior wall finishes are generally of 
original type. Most ceilings are 2'x4' suspended acoustical tiles in metal grids. Flooring in high use areas as well as office 
areas is carpet. Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal/aluminum jambs using lever hardware. The rest room have 
grab bars with tile floors and tile walls using T-bar ceilings with vinyl type toilet partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by eight Carrier roof mounted package gas/electric units, 
Model # 48SX-042-14801-1, 48SX-036-1480-1, 48SX060-14801-1, 48SX-042-14801-1, 48SX-038-14801-1 using R-22 
Freon providing 80,000 BTU's. The distribution system is through ducts using zone stats. Plumbing fixtures are typically of 
original type manual operation 1.6 GPF toilets, 1 GPF urinals with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the 
buildings original piping. Domestic hot water was not noted.

ELECTRICAL:

This building is served from the campus main switchgear with 125 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power. Lighting is 
mostly T-8 fluorescent using motion sensors with typical switches and outlets. The building has no emergency lighting. 
Illuminated exit signs are present. This building does not have an emergency generator.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible annunciators and strobes located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations,smoke detectors and is centrally monitored. The building does not have a fire sprinkler system. 
This building has a monitored security video system as well emergency phones for the building and the campus. 

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies

Current Repair Cost:  $2,889,564.01 Replacement Cost:  $4,737,871.10 FCI:  60.99%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Centennial Education Center\0105 CEC-E

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0105. CEC building "E" is located on the Centennial Education Center campus of the Rancho Santiago Community College 
District in Santa Ana, California. The 1-story 9,480 square foot building contains classrooms. Originally constructed/placed 
in 1980 with a cosmetic remodel in 1987, per staff, with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel consists of but 
is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building typically rests on a concrete slab on grade using footings and foundation walls that are original to construction. 
The main structure is typically wood framed with wood siding. The roof is a monolithic built up system with a reflective 
coating that was installed in 1987 with the renovation.  Exterior doors are typically wood in metal and metal in metal jambs 
using lever and panic type hardware. The windows are typically aluminum single pane fixed units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings are 2"x4" 
suspended acoustical tiles. Flooring in high use areas as well as office areas is carpet and or sheet vinyl. Interior doors are 
generally solid wood in metal/aluminum jambs and or aluminum patio type sliding doors. There are no rest rooms in this 
building.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by Carrier roof mounted package gas/electric units, two 
roof mounted package heat pump units, Model # 50JX-024-301, and nine gas fired units, Model # 48SX-024-14801-1, 
48SX060-14801-1  providing 56,000 BTUs,all using R-22 Freon. Distribution is through ducts using zone stats. The 
plumbing system consists of a sink in the break room. All fixtures are of original type using piping that is original. Domestic 
hot water is provided by a Rheem 30 gallon, 30,000 BTU gas fired unit, There is a 6 gallon electric unit, Not in use.

ELECTRICAL:

This building contains the main electrical equipment for the campus. Southern California Edison provides 2500 amps of 
120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to the campus distribution. This building feeds power to several panels and dimmer 
boards. Lighting is mostly T-8 fluorescent using motion sensors with typical switches and outlets. Some rooms of the 
building contain stage lighting and a dimming systems of unknown vintage. The building has wall mounted battery units that 
provide emergency lighting. Illuminated exit signs with battery backup are present. This building/campus has emergency 
phones and video monitoring system.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible annunciators and strobes located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations or heat/smoke detectors, and is centrally monitored. The building has a fire sprinkler system. This 
building has a monitored security alarm video system. 

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:
1 Replace roof.

Current Repair Cost:  $2,949,237.42 Replacement Cost:  $4,478,067.60 FCI:  65.86%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Centennial Education Center\0106 CEC-D

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0106. CEC building "D" is located on the Centennial Education Center of the Rancho Santiago Community College District 
campus in Santa Ana. California. The buildings D-106  through D-112, 1- story 8,640 square foot building contains 
classrooms. Originally constructed in 1980, there has been a 1987,with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel 
consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.  

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building typically rests on a combination of concrete slab on grade and perimeter footings and foundation walls using 
metal framing. The main structure is typically wood framed with wood siding. D106 thru D112 are modular buildings. The 
roof is a monolithic built up system with a reflective coating that was installed in 1987 with the renovation. Exterior doors 
are typically metal in metal/wood jambs The windows are typically aluminum single and dual pane fixed and operational 
units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall with areas vinyl wall coverings. The interior wall finishes are generally of original 
type. Most ceilings are 2'x4' suspended acoustical tiles in metal grids. Flooring in high use areas as well as office areas is 
carpet, others are concrete and or sheet vinyl. Interior doors are generally wood in metal jambs using lever handles. There 
are no rest rooms.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the main building is provided by four roof mounted package gas/electric units, 
Model # 48SX-030-14B01-1, 48SX-024-14801 providing 56,000 BTUs using R-22 Freon with duct distribution using zone 
stats.  This building has no exhaust fans. Five of the portable classrooms are supplied with heating and cooling by wall 
mounted Bard type heat pumps, original and up grades model W421H1-A04VP4XXX units using R-22 and R-410-A Freon.. 
A sixth portable is supplied with heating and cooling by a roof mounted heat pump unit. The plumbing system consists of a 
custodial sink in the main building. All fixtures and piping is original. Domestic hot water is supplied by a 19.9-gallon electric 
water heater.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from the campus main switchboard with 600 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-
wire power. Lighting is mostly T-8 fluorescent using typical switches and outlets. The building has emergency lighting. 
Illuminated exit signs are present. This building does not have a noted emergency generator.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible annunciators and strobes located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations or heat/smoke detectors, and is centrally monitored. The building does not have a fire sprinkler 
system. This building/campus has emergency phones and has a monitored security system. 

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:
1 Replace roof.
2 Replace ceiling tiles.
3 Replace wood trin/siding.

Current Repair Cost:  $3,237,373.17 Replacement Cost:  $2,998,771.20 FCI:  107.96%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Centennial Education Center\0107 CEC-G

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0107. CEC building "G" is located on the Centennial Education Center of the Rancho Santiago Community College District 
campus in Santa Ana. California. The buildings G-107 is a 1- story 3,000 square foot building contains a classrooms. 
Originally constructed/placed in 1980,? with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel consists of but is not 
limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.  

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building typically rests on a perimeter footings and foundation walls using metal framing. The main structure is typically 
wood framed with wood siding. D106 thru D112 are modular buildings. The roof is metal standing seam with a cas sheet. 
Exterior doors are typically metal in metal jambs using lever type hardware The windows are typically aluminum framed 
single pane fixed and operational units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include vinyl wall coverings. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings are 
2'x4' suspended acoustical tiles in metal grids with lighting and A/C vents. Flooring in high use areas as well as office areas 
is carpet, others are concrete.  Interior doors are generally wood in metal jambs using lever handles. There are no rest 
rooms.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by three roof mounted package gas/electric units, (No 
access) through ducts using zone stats.  This building has no exhaust fans. There is no plumbing plumbing system in this 
building.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from the campus main switchboard with 600 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-
wire power. Lighting is mostly T-8 fluorescent using typical switches and outlets. The building has emergency lighting. 
Illuminated exit signs are present. This building does not have a noted emergency generator.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible annunciators and strobes located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations or heat/smoke detectors, and is centrally monitored. The building does not have a fire sprinkler 
system. This building/campus has emergency phones and has a monitored security system. 

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $1,073,258.30 Replacement Cost:  $1,041,240.00 FCI:  103.08%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Centennial Education Center\0108 REMINGTON EDU CTR

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0108.  Remingtonm Education Center.
The building is located at 1345 East 4TH street in Santa Ana CA, 92701 as part of the Rancho Santiago Community 
College District in Orange, California. The 1- story 18,345 square foot building contains classrooms and offices. Originally 
constructed in 1952 with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face 
to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

                  

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade. The main structure is wood framed with a lath and plaster painted finish. 
The roof is a wood deck with a combination of 100 mill Single ply and metal standing seam of unknown vintage.
Exterior main entry doors are metal in metal jambs using panic type hardware. The windows are a combination of wood and 
or aluminum framed single pane fixed and operational units as are the in fills. The service doors are metal in metal jambs 
using lever type hardware. 

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall, plaster with areas using vinyl wall coverings. The interior wall finishes are 
generally of original type. The ceilings are a combination of 12"x 12" glue on, exposed to wood deck, painted hardlids and 
T-bar type 2'x2' acoustical tiles in metal grids, depending on use, location. Flooring in high use areas is a combination of, 
carpet and tile with areas exposed to concrete. Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal jambs using the lever type 
hardware. The rest rooms have grab bars with tile floors and tile walls using painted gypsum ceilings. The toilet partitions 
are vinyl type.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by eight, 1998 vintage roof top package units provide 
freash air as well. Additional heating and cooling is provided by Trane gas fired furances with DX cooling using Trane 
consenser model TTP048D100A0 using R-22 Freon. The heating/cooling distribution system is a duct system. Heating and 
cooling for modular buildings is provided by wall mounted Bard type heat pumps using R-22 Freon.  Fresh air is provided 
the air handlers and in filtration.. Plumbing fixtures are of original type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs 
using the buildings original galvinzed piping using manual operation 1.6 GPF toilets, low flow sinks with waterless urinals. 
Domestic hot water is supplied by Insta Hots, Chronmite units..

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed providing 100 amps of 120/240 volts single phase 3 wire power and a 2012 
vintage 120/208 volt 3-phase 4-wire 400 power to local distribution. Lighting is mostly T-8 and CFL fluorescent using 
motion sensors and typical switches and outlets. The building is equipped with a central emergency battery system to 
operate illuminated exit signs and provide emergency lighting. This building does not have an emergency generator.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is activated by a 
flow switch pull stations or duct smoke detectors, and is centrally monitored by a Slient knight panel. The building has a fire 
sprinkler system. This building has a monitored video monitoring, alarm security system. The kitchen exhaust hood has a 
fire suppression system.

Hazmat.
None noted, Due to vintage of construction asbestos and or lead based paints may be present. Cheek for incap

Deficiencies:
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Current Repair Cost:  $4,188,590.04 Replacement Cost:  $7,005,149.92 FCI:  59.79%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santiago Canyon College\0201 T BLDG

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0201. Building "T" is located on the Santiago Canyon College campus of the Rancho Santiago Community College District 
in Orange, California. The three buildings, 1-story totaling 4,035 square foot building contains, health care, food service and 
a student lounge. Originally constructed/placed in 1980, with a cosmetic renovation in 1998 with no other major remodels to 
date,  2018.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement 
of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The buildings rest on a metal frame using green plate and or perimeter concrete footings that are original to construction.. 
The main structure is typically wood framing with wood siding that is original to construction. The roof is a built up roof that 
was installed in 1998 with the renovation, per staff.  Exterior doors are typically metal in metal jambs using panic and lever 
type hardware. The windows are a combination of aluminum and wood single and dual pane fixed and operational units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and FRP and vinyl wall coverings. The interior wall finishes are generally of 
original type. Most ceilings are 2'x4' T-bar type acoustic in metal grids. Flooring in high use areas as well as office areas 
are a combination of carpet and sheet vinyl. Interior doors are generally solid wood in wood/metal jambs using lever type 
hardware. The rest room has sheet vinyl flooring with FRP and painted gypsum walls with T-bar ceiling.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

Heating and cooling is provided by two wall mounted Bard type heat pump package units and one roof top gas fired 
package unit through ducts using noted programmable thermostats. There are ceiling and wall mounted exhaust fans to 
serve the building/rest room ventilation needs. Fly fans are present, Mars model 36CH..  All plumbing fixtures are of original 
type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the buildings original copper piping. Domestic hot water is 
supplied by a Bradford/White 100-gallon 85,000 BTU gas fired water heater, model 100T88E3N of 07 vintage. The food 
service area has an exhaust hood and stainless steel sink. There is a eye wash present.

ELECTRICAL:

The electrical system is fed from Southern California Edison with 400 amps of 120/240 volt, 1-phase, 3-wire power using 
150 amp local distribution. Lighting is mostly T-8 fluorescent using typical switches and outlets. The building has wall 
mounted emergency battery lighting units. Illuminated exit signs are present. This building does not have a noted 
emergency generator.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations or heat/smoke detectors, and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building does not 
have a fire sprinkler system. This building has a monitored video  and alarm security system. There is a ÆED present. 

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $1,364,324.80 Replacement Cost:  $1,309,841.70 FCI:  104.16%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santiago Canyon College\0202 A BLDG

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0202. Building "A" is located on the Santiago Canyon College campus of the Rancho Santiago Community College District 
in Orange, California. The 2 story 23,291 square foot building contains classrooms. Originally constructed in 1980, with no 
major remodel to date,2018.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with 
complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building typically rests on a concrete slab below grade using cast in place footings and foundation walls that are 
original to construction. The main structure is cast in place concrete with a combination of wood framing and siding with 
areas of exposed aggregate with plaster over hangs. The roof is a concrete tile and single ply in the mechanical area that 
was installed in 1998 with the renovation.
Exterior doors are typically metal in metal jambs using lever and panic type hardware with metal framed single pane side 
lites.  The windows are typically wood dual pane units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings 
are 2'x4' acoustical tiles in metal grids. Flooring in the building and class rooms as well as office areas is a combination of 
sheet vinyl and VCT and concrete with most others using carpet. Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal jambs 
using lever type hardware. The rest rooms have grab bars with tile floors and tile walls with painted gypsum ceilings. The 
toilet partitions are of original metal type.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating for the building is provided by a roof mounted Caymas 400.000 BTU gas fired hot water boiler of 
09 vintage, Model # MFN0402-2GO. Cooling is provided by a 60-ton Carrier air cooled, water assisted roof mounted chiller 
unit of 09 vintage. Model # 38AH-064-621. The system uses a Auto matrix EMS system of 2003 vintage. The 
heating/cooling distribution system is by a floor mounted Pace air handling unit Model # PF40-AF-SI that contains supply 
and return fans. Air is supplied by ducts with VAV boxes with hot water reheat coils using 1.5 84% EFF and 1/3 HP 
circulation pumps.. A storage room with electronic equipment is equipped with two small split system cooling units, Sanyo 
evaporator model KS1822, condenser model C1822 using R-22 Freon. A roof/lower level mounted exhaust fan serves the 
restroom/building ventilation needs. Plumbing fixtures are of original type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs 
using the buildings piping that is original. The up grades consists of a auto operation toilet.  Domestic hot water is supplied 
by a 2016 Rheem 50 gallon, 50,000 BTU gas fired hot water heater using a 1/6 HP circulation pump.

ELECTRICAL:

The electrical system is fed from the campus electrical yard with 400 amps of 277/480 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power. A 112.5 
KVA transformer then provides 400 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to original distribution. Lighting is mostly 
LED and CFL fluorescent using motion sensors with magnetic switching with typical switches and outlets. The building is 
equipped with a central emergency battery system to operate illuminated exit signs and provide emergency lighting. This 
building does not have a noted emergency generator.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations or duct smoke detectors, and is centrally monitored. The building does not have a fire sprinkler 
system. This building has specific rooms connected to a monitored security system.

CONVEYING:
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This building is equipped with a 20 HP hydraulic elevator that provides passage between levels. The elevator and 
equipment are original.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:
1 Replace carpet.

Current Repair Cost:  $6,435,039.61 Replacement Cost:  $10,833,109.92 FCI:  59.40%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santiago Canyon College\0203 B BLDG

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0203. Building "B" is located on the Santiago Canyon College campus of the Rancho Santiago Community College District 
in Orange, California. The 2- story 22,496 square foot building contains classrooms. Originally constructed in 1980, there 
has been a 1998 roof renovation with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a 
full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

                                  A COSMETIC REMODEL IS TAKING PLACE DURING THE 2018 ASSESSMENT.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on/above grade using cast in place concrete footings and foundation walls that are 
original to construction. The main structure is wood siding over CMU. The roof is a concrete tile and Single ply in the 
mechanical area that was installed in 1998 with the renovation. Over hangs are plaster.
Exterior doors are metal in metal jambs using lever type hardware. Metal single pane sidelites are present. The windows 
are typically metal single pane units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings 
are T-bar 2'x4' acoustical tiles in metal grids. Flooring in high use areas is carpet and sheet vinyl with VCT in the lab areas. 
Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal jambs using lever type hardware. The rest rooms have grab bars with tile 
floors with tile walls using painted gypsum ceilings with metal toilet partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating for the building is provided by a roof mounted Caymas 400,000 BTU gas fired hot water boiler of 
09 vintage, Model #NH0402GO.  Cooling is provided by a Carrier 60-ton air cooled, water assisted roof mounted chilling 
unit, Model # 38AH-064-621 using R-22 Freon. The heating/cooling distribution system is by a floor mounted Pace air 
handling unit, Model # PF40X-AFSI that uses supply and return fans. Air is supplied by ducts using VAV boxes with hot 
water reheat coils using a combination 1.5 HP 84% EFF and 1/3 HP circulation pumps.. A storage room with electronic 
equipment is equipped with two small split system cooling units. A roof mounted/lower level exhaust fan's serves the 
restroom/building ventilation needs, Porter/Peerless  Plumbing fixtures are typically of original type with up grades as 
needed for maintenance needs using the buildings original piping. The upgrades consists of auto operation toilets. 
Domestic hot water is supplied by a Rheem 2016 vintage 75 gallon, 70,000 BTU gas fired hot water heater, model G75-
75LP using a 1/6 HP circulation pump of 05 vintage. The lab area's have eye wash/shower system at the lab area's along 
with a air, gas and vac system.  A D/I water system is present. Drinking/bottle fill fountains are present.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from the campus electrical yard providing 400 amps of 277/480 volt, 3-phase, 4-
wire power. A 112.5 KVA transformer then provides 400 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution. 
Lighting is mostly CFL fluorescent and or LED using an Automatic EMS system with motion sensors with typical switches 
and outlets. The building is equipped with a central emergency battery system to operate illuminated exit signs and provide 
emergency lighting. This building does not have a noted emergency generator.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations or duct smoke detectors, and is centrally monitored. The building does not have a fire sprinkler 
system. This building has specific rooms connected to a monitored security system. Fire blankets are present.

CONVEYING:
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This building is equipped with a 20 HP hydraulic elevator that provides passage between levels. The elevator and 
equipment appear original.

Hazmat.
Flammables, lab chemicals stored in metal cabinets.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $6,203,156.18 Replacement Cost:  $10,463,339.52 FCI:  59.28%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santiago Canyon College\0204 CHILD DEV. CTR.

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0204. Building "C" Child Development Center is located on the Orange Center campus of Santiago Canyon College of the 
Rancho Santiago Community College District in Orange,California. The two building, 1-story totaling 6,102 square foot 
buildings contains classrooms and offices. Originally constructed in 1991, there was an addition in 2000 with no major 
remodels to date,2018.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete 
replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade and perimeter concrete footings and foundation walls that are original to 
construction. The main structure is stucco over wood framing. The roof is a concrete tile roof that was installed in 1991, per 
staff.
Exterior doors are typically metal in metal jambs using lever and panic type hardware. The windows are aluminum framed, 
single and dual pane fixed and operational units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. The ceilings are a 
combination of blown acoustic and painted gypsum and 2'x4' T-bar acoustic type in metal grids. Flooring in high use areas 
is VCT vinyl tile and sheet vinyl. Most other flooring is carpet. Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal jambs using 
lever type hardware. The rest rooms, unisex, public and staff have grab bars with a combination of sheet vinyl and tile 
floors with painted gypsum walls and tile wainscot using painted gypsum and T-bar ceilings. The buildings have a 
commercial type and a residential type kitchens.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating for the main building is provided by five gas fired Lennox closet mounted fan forced furnace units. 
Cooling is provided by five condensing units that serve coils mounted at the furnaces. The heating and cooling is 
distributed through a duct system. Seven roof mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms/building ventilation needs. 
Plumbing fixtures are of original type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the buildings original piping. 
Mini toilets are present.  Domestic hot water is supplied by a 40 gallon, 40,000 BTU gas fired hot water heater of 06 vintage 
using a 1/6 HP circulation pump. The kitchen areas have exhaust hoods.

Heating and cooling for the C-2 building is provided by a roof mounted package heat pump unit. Air is distributed through 
ducts. Ceiling mounted exhaust fans provide restroom ventilation.   Domestic hot water is supplied by a GE 30 gallon 
electric water heater of 04 vintage. Plumbing fixtures are of original type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs 
using the buildings original piping.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system for the main building is fed from the B building with 100 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-
phase, 4-wire power. The electrical system for the C-2 building is fed from the D building via a 75 KVA transformer that 
provides 225 amps of 120/208 volt, 1-phase, 3-wire power. Lighting is mostly CFLs and T-8 fluorescent using a Auto matrix 
EMS system with typical switches and outlets. The buildings are equipped with emergency ballasts to provide emergency 
lighting. Illuminated exit signs with battery back-up are present. These buildings do not have a noted emergency generator.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations, and is centrally monitored. Fire/smoke dampers are present. These buildings do not have a fire 
sprinkler system. These buildings have a monitored security system.

Hazmat.
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None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $501,552.09 Replacement Cost:  $2,864,095.74 FCI:  17.51%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santiago Canyon College\0205 D BLDG

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0205. Building "D" is located on the Orange Center campus of Santiago Canyon College of the Rancho Santiago 
Community College District in Orange, California. The 2 story 42,508 square foot building contains classrooms. Originally 
constructed in 1991, there have been no major renovations to date,2018.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to 
a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using footings and foundation walls that are original to construction. The 
main structure is typically metal framing and pandeck with brick veneer and stucco over CMU. The roof is metal standing 
seam and 100 mil Single ply of 2012 vintage, per staff. Exterior door main entry's are auto operation aluminum framed 
storefront type. The windows/infills are aluminum framed single pane fixed units. The service doors are metal in metal 
jambs using lever type hardware.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include metal single pane window walls and  painted drywall with areas using vinyl wall coverings. The 
interior wall finishes are generally original to construction. The ceilings are a combination of 24"x 24" and or 12"x12" glue 
on and 2'x4' T-bar acoustical tiles in metal grids and metal framing and planking. Flooring in high use areas is a 
combination of sheet vinyl and VCT vinyl tile. Most other flooring is carpet and wood. Interior doors are a combination of 
metal and or wood in metal jambs using lever type hardware. The rest rooms have tile floors with tile walls with both 
12"x12" glue on and T-bar type ceilings with stainless steel metal toilet partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS Monitored, Heating for the building is provided by a 2014 vintage RayPack gas fired 1.5 million MBTU hot water 
boiler, Model # H91532B using two, 3 HP 89.5% EFF circulation pumps. Cooling is provided by a 130 ton Carrier air cooled 
water chiller (no info) using two 15 HP 87.5% EFF circulation pumps. The hot and cold water is distributed through a four 
pipe system using two Carrier air handelers, Model # 5290714455 with asociated circulation pumps with VFDs to 
approximately 86 ceiling hung fan coil units that contain hot and cold coils with up graded coils, Trane 4 pipe units, model # 
BCVD072G1K0A2GA7Z000000B0100000000C00000.. Air is then distributed by ducts to the zones. The television studio is 
served heating and cooling by two ground mounted Carrier Weather King package heat pump units that distribute air 
through ducts. Ten roof mounted exhaust fans serve the restrooms and other portions of the buildings ventilation needs. 
Plumbing fixtures are of original type 1.6 GPF toilets with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the buildings 
original piping. The up grades consists of water less urinals. The building has drinking fountains in common areas. 
Domestic hot water is supplied by a Rudd, 10 gallon electric unit and a Rheem 50 gallon electric unit and a Bradford/White 
40 gallon electric hot water heater, model # RE340S6 using a 1/6 HP circulation pump. An eye system is available at 
stsinless steel sinks.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system for the building is fed from Southern California Edison providing 2000 amps of 
480/277 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power. A 500 and a 30 KVA transformer then provides 2000 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-
wire power to local distribution. Lighting is mostly T-8 fluorescent using the buildings EMS system with motion sensors with 
typical switches and outlets.  Typical theater and incandescent lighting is present. The building is equipped with emergency 
lighting. Illuminated exit signs are present. The emergency power is provided by a 30 KW generator.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:
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The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations or heat/smoke detectors, and is centrally monitored by  Notifier panel. The building has a fire 
sprinkler system. Fire extinguishers are present. The television building has a monitored video and a  security alarm 
system. The building has a assisstive listening system.

CONVEYING:

This building is equipped with a original Otis hydraulic elevator that provides passage between levels. The elevator and 
equipment are original. Wheel chair lift is present in audio control booth.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:
1 Replace hardware room D-122.
2 Replace drinking fountain.
3 Replace dimmer.
4 Replace two package units.

Current Repair Cost:  $3,374,094.32 Replacement Cost:  $20,503,733.80 FCI:  16.46%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santiago Canyon College\0206 U PORTABLES

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0206. Building "U" Relocatables complex is located on the Orange  Center campus of Santiago Canyon College of the 
Rancho Santiago Community College District in Orange, California. The 28 each modular type 1- story buildings totaling 
32,640 square feet of building space that contains mostly classrooms/labs. Originally constructed and or placed here in 
1994, there were 5 modular added in 4000, per staff, as part of ( OEC ). There have been no major remodels to date, 2018. 
A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The buildings rest on a combination of metal frame on wood on earth and concrete footings and foundation walls that are 
original to placement. The modular structures are typically wood framed with wood siding. The roofs are mostly metal 
standing seam that are original to construction. Building 83 has a rolled asphalt roof of unknown vintage.  Exterior doors 
are metal in metal jambs using a combination of lever, panic and pull type hardware. The windows are typically a 
combination of aluminum single and dual  pane fixed and operational units that are original to construction. Dual pane 
buildings, 78, 82, 83, 84, 85, 200 A, 92, 93, 100A, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100. Single pane units, 80, 81, 86, 87, 88, 90,95, 101, 
102, 103,104, 105. Buildings with no windows, 79, 89. 

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted gypsum with vinyl wall covering. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. 
Most ceilings are 2'x4' acoustical tiles in metal grids. Flooring in high use areas is sheet vinyl. Most other flooring is carpet, 
depending on use. Interior doors are generally hollow wood in metal jambs using lever type hardware. The one seprate 
modular building with a rest room has Grab bars with sheet vinyl flooring with FRP wainscot using 2'x4' acoustic T-bar 
ceilings using vinyl toilet partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

Heating and cooling is provided by wall and or roof mounted package heat pump units, most tags faded, Marvair, model 
AVP60HPA10NB-1000CI, AVP42HPA-08NS, AVP42HPA10NB-1000BI using R-22 Freon  through ducts using ceiling 
supply's with wall returns. Noted roof top heat pumps buildings, 100, 105. Reem condenser model (Tag faded), using R-22 
Freon. There are ceiling and roof mounted exhaust fans to serve specific portions of the complex. All limited plumbing 
systems and fixtures are of original type 1.6 GPF toilets, 1 GPF urinals and sinks with up grades as needed for 
maintenance needs using the buildings original piping. UpGrades consists of auto operation toilets. Domestic hot water is 
supplied to the locker room by a 100-gallon gas fired water heater, and to the science classroom by a 30-gallon electric 
BradfordWhite water heater. The lab sinks, area has a eyewash system as well as a DI water system.

ELECTRICAL:

The electrical system is fed from D building and the campus electric yard providing 480 volts to a 30 KVA transformer 
providing 480/277 volt power to a 300 KVA transformer providing 120/208 volt, 1-phase, 3-wire, 100 to 250 amp power to 
local distribution. Lighting is mostly LED with a few T-8 fluorescent using motion sensors and or typical switches and 
outlets. The complex does not have emergency lighting. Illuminated exit signs are very limited, a few present in buildings 
78-79-80-84-90-92.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible annunciators located throughout, mostly on the exterior of the building. 
The system is activated by pull stations or heat/smoke detectors, and is centrally monitored. The complex does not have a 
fire sprinkler system. This complex does not have a monitored security system. The buildings have fire extinguishers. 
Building 100 has a video system.

Hazmat.
None noted.
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Deficiencies:
1 Replace bards.

Current Repair Cost:  $2,517,513.03 Replacement Cost:  $7,182,542.12 FCI:  35.05%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santiago Canyon College\0207 E BLDG

Barney McClung, 

Facility Description: 

0207. Student Support Services.
The building is located on the Santiago Canyon College campus of the Rancho Santiago Community College District in 
Orange, California. The 3 story 37,304 square foot building contains classrooms and offices. Originally constructed in 2004, 
with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation 
with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building rests on a concrete slab on grade using cast in place footings and foundation walls that are original to 
construction. The main structure is typically CMU using metal framing and pandeck. The roof is rolled asphalt with a 
reflective cap and appears to be original to construction.
Exterior doors are auto operation aluminum set in aluminum jambs. The service doors are metal in metal jambs using lever 
type hardware. The windows/in fills are a combination of metal and aluminum dual pane fixed units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings 
are painted gypsum and open to metal framing and pandeck. Flooring in the building and classrooms as well as office 
areas is a combination of tile and concrete with most others using carpet. Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal 
jambs with side lites using lever type hardware that is original. The rest rooms have tile floors with tile walls with painted 
gypsum ceilings. The toilet partitions are stainless steel..

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating for the building is provided by a roof mounted Ajax 1 Million BTU gas fired hot water boiler of 04 
vintage, Model # WRPG1050-W using 3 HP 86.5% EFF circulation pump. Cooling is provided by a Trane 60-ton air cooled, 
roof mounted chiller unit of 04 vintage, Model # SXHGD1240Y86CDC7001. The system uses a EMS system of 2004 
vintage. The heating/cooling distribution system is by a floor mounted air handling unit that contains a supply and return 
fans on VFDs.  Air is supplied by ducts with VAV boxes with hot water reheat coils.  Roof mounted exhaust fans serves the 
restrooms and the buildings ventilation needs, Cook model # 100ACRU, 225CPSA, . Plumbing fixtures are of original auto 
operation type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the buildings piping that is original.  Domestic hot 
water is supplied by a RayPack 120,000 BTU gas fired boiler using a 1/6 HP circulation pump with a 100 gallon storage 
tank.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from the campus 4160 volt electrical system providing 2000 amps of 277/480 
volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power. A 112.5 and a 45 KVA transformer provides 1200 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power 
to local distribution. Lighting is mostly T-8 fluorescent using the buildings EMS system with motion switches and typical 
switches and outlets. The building is equipped with a central emergency battery system to operate illuminated exit signs 
and provide emergency lighting. This building has an Onan-30 emergency generator.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations or duct smoke detectors, and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building has a fire 
sprinkler system. This building has specific rooms connected to a monitored security system. This building has a 
emergency notification system. This building has magnetic door release at fire doors

CONVEYING:
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This building is equipped with two 40 HP hydraulic elevators that provides passage between levels. The elevator and 
equipment are original.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:
1 Replace gas fired boiler and tank.
2 Replace roof.

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $17,225,254.08 FCI:  0.00%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santiago Canyon College\0208 LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER

Barney McClung, 02-Jan-2019

Facility Description: 

0208. Learning resource center.
The building is located on the Santiago Canyon College campus of the Rancho Santiago Community College District in 
Orange, California. The 2- story 39,900 square foot building contains classrooms and offices. Originally constructed in 2006 
with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation 
with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building typically rests on a concrete slab on grade using cast in place concrete footings and foundations. The main 
structure is metal framing and pandeck using CMUs and a stucco finish. The roof is a combination of sealed concrete with 
rolled asphalt with areas using a gravel ballast.
Exterior doors are typically aluminum framed store front sliders using auto openers and the service doors are metal in 
metal jambs using lever handles. The windows and window wall in fills are typically aluminum framed dual pane fixed units. 
The west and East side of the building has mechanical window shades.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings 
are T-bar 2'x4' acoustical tiles and exposed to metal frame and pandeck, depending on use. Flooring in high use areas is a 
combination of tile and carpet with areas of VCT. Interior doors are generally solid wood in metal jambs using lever type 
hardware that is original. The rest rooms, Men's, women's and unisex have grab bars tile floors with tile walls using painted 
gypsum ceilings with stainless steel toilet partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating for the building is provided by a roof mounted Larrs 749,970 BTU gas fired hot water boiler of 06 
vintage, Model # PNCHO750NA using 5 HP circulation pumps. Cooling is provided by a McQuay 60-ton air cooled chiller, 
Model # FCS1350CYY. The heating/cooling distribution system is provided by a McQuay air handling unit that contains 
supply and return fans, Model # RFS1350CLY, on VFDs, using R-22 Freon.  Air is supplied by ducts with VAV boxes with 
hot water reheat coils. A storage room with electronic equipment is equipped with two small split system cooling units. 
Additional cooling for server room is provided by a Data Air split system, (No info). A roof mounted exhaust fan serves the 
restrooms, Cook model # 160PR, 200PR, 150ACN,  Plumbing fixtures are of typical manual and auto operation type with 
up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the buildings original copper piping. Domestic hot water is supplied by a 
Bradford/White 19.9 gallon, electric hot water heater using a 1/6 HP circulation pump of 06 vintage with remote sinks using 
Insta hots, Hot Aqua .

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system, (2005) is fed from the campus electrical yard providing 1600 amps of 277/480 volt, 3-
phase, 4-wire power to a 300 KVA transformer providing 1600 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local 
distribution. Lighting is mostly LED and CFL fluorescent using an Automatic EMS/lighting control  system with motion 
sensors and typical switches and outlets. The building is equipped with a central emergency battery system to operate 
illuminated exit signs and provide emergency lighting. This building does not have a noted emergency generator.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible annunciators and strobes located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by pull stations or duct smoke detectors, and is centrally monitored. The building has a fire sprinkler system. This 
building has a monitored video security system.

CONVEYING:
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This building is equipped with a 2005 ThyssenKrupp Tac -20 75 HP hydraulic elevator that provides passage between 
levels. The elevator and equipment are original.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $21,836,073.00 FCI:  0.00%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santiago Canyon College\0402 SCIENCE CENTER

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0402, Science center.
The building is located on the Santiago Canyon College campus of the Rancho Santiago Community College District in 
Orange, California. The 2- story 57,372 square foot building contains classrooms, labs and offices. Originally constructed in 
2010 with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut, face to stud remodel 
with q complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building typically rests on a concrete slab on grade using cast in place concrete footings and foundations. The main 
structure is metal framing and pandeck using CMUs and a stucco finish. The roof is metal pandeck with a built up rolled 
asphalt roof that is original to construction. Exterior doors are typically aluminum framed store front using auto openers. 
The service doors are metal in metal jambs using lever handles. The windows and window wall in fills are typically 
aluminum framed dual pane fixed units. The building has mechanical window shades. There is a green house located at 
back of building.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings 
are T-bar type with punched metal panels and 2'x4' acoustical tiles in metal grids and exposed to metal frame and pandeck, 
depending on use. Flooring in high use areas is a combination of sheet vinyl, tile and carpet with areas using VCT. Interior 
doors are generally solid wood in metal jambs using lever type hardware. Some doors have metal single pane sidelites. 
The rest rooms have grab bars with tile floors with tile walls using painted gypsum ceilings with stainless steel toilet 
partitions.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating for the building is provided by two roof mounted Ray pack 1.500,000 BTU gas fired hot water 
boiler of 2010 vintage, Model # H9-1532B using two 5 HP 87.5 % EFF circulation pumps. Additional heating is provided a 
Ray Pack 840,000 BTU gas fired boiler model # H3-0502B using a 1.5 HP circulation pump. Cooling is provided by a 
McQuay chiller, Model # RDT050CSY. The heating/cooling distribution system is provided by 2-pipe heat with DX cool, 
McQuay air handling unit that contains supply and return fans, Model # RSA105CSW, RPS090CSW, RPS075CSW, 
RDT080CSY, using R-22 Freon on VFDs. Air is supplied by ducts with VAV boxes. A storage room with electronic 
equipment is equipped with two small split system cooling units. Roof mounted exhaust fan serves the restrooms/building, 
Cook model 210-CPSA, 100 ACRU,. Additional ventilation for fume hoods is provided by Strobic Air units, model # 
TS2L150C12, 15 HP of 2008 vintage. . Additional cooling is provided by Data Air (No info), Plumbing fixtures are of original 
type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the buildings original copper piping. Domestic hot water is 
supplied by a two AOSmith 74 gallon, 75,000 BTU units, model # BT80300 and one AOSmith 65 gallon, 65,000 BTU, 
model # BT65200100 hot water heaters using 1/4 and 1/6 HP circulation pumps. This building has a gas, air, and vac 
distribution system. A DI water system is present. Eye wash, shower station is present at lab areas.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from the campus electrical yard with providing 1600 amps of 277/480 volt, 3-
phase, 4-wire power to a combination of 500 and a 45 KVA transformer providing 1200 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-
wire power to local distribution. Additional power is fed at 1200 amps of 480/277 volt, 3-phase 4-wire power to a 300 and a 
30 KVA transformer providing 800 amps of 120/208 3-phase 4-wire power to local distribution. Lighting is mostly LED and 
CFL fluorescent using an Automatic lighting control  system with motion sensors,switches, electric switching and typical 
switches and outlets. The building is equipped with a Illuminator central emergency battery system to operate illuminated 
exit signs and provide emergency lighting. This building does not have a noted emergency generator.
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FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by a flow switch, pull stations or duct smoke detectors, and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. Smoke and 
fire dampers are present in duct work. Fire blankets are present. The building has a fire sprinkler system as well as fire 
extinguishers. This building has a monitored video and security alarm system. This building has a assisstive listening 
system, (Noted in room 105). Battery

CONVEYING:

This building is equipped with two 50 HP 80% EFF hydraulic elevators that provides passage between levels. The elevator 
and equipment appear original.

Hazmat.
Flammables and lab chemicals stored in metal cabinets.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $30,139,232.76 FCI:  0.00%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santiago Canyon College\0403 GYMNASIUM

Barney McClung, 30-Nov-2018

Facility Description: 

0403. Building G (Gymnasium)
The building is located on the Santiago Canyon College campus of the Rancho Santiago Community College District in 
Orange, California. The 2- story 50,440 square foot building contains classrooms and offices. Originally constructed in 2013 
with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation 
with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building typically rests on a concrete slab on grade using cast in place concrete footings and foundations. The main 
structure is metal framing and pandeck using cast in place concrete and CMUs with a plaster overhang. The roof is metal 
frame and pandeck with a built up, rolled asphalt roof that is original to construction. Exterior doors are typically aluminum 
framed store front using auto openers. The service doors are metal in metal jambs using lever handles and panic type 
hardware. The windows and window wall in fills are typically aluminum framed dual pane fixed units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings 
are T-bar 2'x4' acoustical tiles and exposed to metal frame and pandeck, depending on use. Flooring in high use areas is a 
combination of tile, wood floors with areas of VCT. Interior doors are generally metal in metal jambs using lever type and 
panic type hardware that appears original. The rest rooms and showers have grab bars with tile floors with tile and CMU 
walls using painted gypsum ceilings with wood laminate toilet partitions. A commerical type washer and dryer is present.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating for the building is provided by a roof mounted Trane gas fired package unit Model #, 
YCD480B4JG2B2HC1AB0D0000HE0M0000 YCD151E4LAAD, YFD181E4LAB, YCD211E4LADD, YFH181E4LOB, 
YCD360B4JG2B1AC1AB0D0000!, using R410-A Freon providing 250,000/350,000 BTUs. Additional heating is provided by 
two Parker 2.080,000 MBTU gas fired boilers using two 25 HP 83% EFF circulation pumps. Additional cooling is provided 
by Sanyo split systems, condenser, model # C2472, CM3172A evaporator model # KS2472, using R-410--A Freon for 
data/electrict rooms.   Air is supplied by ducts with hot water reheat coils.  A roof mounted Cook exhaust fan's serves the 
restroom/building ventilation, Cook model # 135 ACE, 100 ACE, 300 ACE.  Freash air is provided the air handeler. 
Plumbing fixtures are of auto operation type using 1.28 GPF toilets, 0.28 GPF urinals with up grades as needed for 
maintenance needs using the buildings original copper piping. Typical Men's and Women's showeers are present. 
Domestic hot water is supplied by a Lochinvar 999,000 BTU gas fired boiler using 5 HP circulation pump with a 1000 gallon 
storage tank of 2013 vintage and a 30 gallon electric unit using a expansion tank. Pool heating is provided by two 2012 
vintage Parker gas fired boilers providing 2,0800,000 BTUs using a 75 HP circulartion pump. Eye wash/shower station is 
present.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed from the campus electrical yard providing 2000 amps of 277/480 volt, 3-phase, 
4-wire power using a 2011 switch to a 225, 75 KVA transformer providing 800 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power 
to local distribution. Lighting is mostly T-8 and CFL fluorescent using an Automatic EMS/lighting control  system with 
motion switches, electric switching and typical switches and outlets. The building is equipped with a central emergency 
battery system, (Life Line/Illuminator) to operate illuminated exit signs and provide emergency lighting. This building does 
not have a noted emergency generator.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:
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The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by a flow switch, pull stations or duct smoke detectors, and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building 
has a fire sprinkler system and fire extinguishers. This building has a monitored video security system. This building has a 
assisstive listening system. An ÆED is present.

CONVEYING:

This building is equipped with a 25 HP hydraulic elevator that provides passage between levels. The elevator and 
equipment are original.

Hazmat.
Sodium, Clorine,,Acids.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $31,205,210.40 FCI:  0.00%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santiago Canyon College\0404 HUMANITIES

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0404. Humanities.
The building is located on the Santiago Canyon College campus of the Rancho Santiago Community College District in 
Orange, California. The 3-story 97,521 square foot building contains classrooms and offices. Originally constructed in 2014 
with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation 
with complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building typically rests on a concrete slab on grade using cast in place concrete footings and foundation walls. The 
main structure is metal framing and pandeck using cast in place concrete, CMUs and a stucco finish with large window wall 
infills. The roof is Single ply of original vintage.
Exterior doors are typically push plate auto operation aluminum framed store front type using panic type hardware and the 
service doors are metal in metal jambs using lever handles.. The windows and window wall in fills are typically aluminum 
framed dual pane fixed units. The building has mechanical window shades.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings 
are T-bar 2'x4' acoustical tiles and exposed to metal frame and pandeck, depending on use. Flooring in high use areas is a 
combination of sheet vinyl and carpet with areas of VCT. Interior doors are a combination of solid wood and metal in metal 
jambs using lever type hardware with electric access that is original. The unisex/public rest rooms have grab bars with tile 
floors with tile walls using painted gypsum ceilings.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, DDC Heating is provided by two Ray Pack gas fired 756,000 BTU boilers, model, H3-0902B using 3 and  5 
HP 89.5% EFF circulation pumps. Cooling is provided by two 2011 vintage York chillers, model, 
YLAA0135SE46XCADBXXAXXBLXCXX44XX1XXXHXXXXAXXXXX1XXXXXNBXXXXX. using R-410-A Freon using two 7.5 
HP 91.7 % EFF circulation pumps.  Distribution is provided by duct work using two McQuay air handler, model 
RAH077CLY, (no Freon info) with VAV boxes. Server room uses a Data/Air (No info). split system's. Additional 
heating/cooling is provided by 2011 vintage Trane heat pump split systems, condenser model, 4TWR5048E1000AB using 
R-410-A Freon. Building/restroom ventilation is provided by Cook roof mounted exhaust fan, model 100 TCN, 225CPS, 
245ACW, 300ACW. 
Plumbing fixtures are of original type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the buildings original copper 
piping. The upgrades consists of auto operation 1.6 GPF toilets, 0.13 GPF urinals with auto operation low flow sinks. 
Domestic hot water is supplied by two Lochinvar 150,000 BTU gas fired boiler using two circulation pumps and expansion 
tank. Wall mounted portable eye wash station is present.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed providing 480/277 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to a combination of 150, 225 KVA 
transformer providing 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution. Additional power is provided  by a roof top 
photovolkaic system using Satcon switches and 15 KVA transformers providing 208/240/480 volt power. Lighting is mostly 
LED and T-8 fluorescent using an Automatic EMS (Lighting Control Design) system with motion sensors and typical 
switches and outlets. The building is equipped with a Sure/Lite central emergency battery system to operate exit signs and 
provide emergency lighting/power. This building is believed to use the Catapiller emergency generator providing 
emergency power using a Zenith ATS providing 70 amps of 480 volt power to a 15 KVA transformer providing two section 
60 amps of 120/208 volt power.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:
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Facility Executive Summary-
 Report Date:  25 Jan 2019

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by a flow switch, staff, pull stations or duct smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The 
building has a fire sprinkler system. This building has a monitored video security system.

CONVEYING:

This building is equipped with 50 HP hydraulic elevators that provides passage between levels. The elevator and 
equipment are original.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies.
1 Clean roof.

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $45,358,967.52 FCI:  0.00%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Santiago Canyon College\0405 MAINTENANCE & OPERATIONS

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0405. Maintenance and Operation.
The building is located on the Santiago Canyon College campus of the Rancho Santiago Community College District in 
Orange, California. The 1-story 15,583 square foot building contains shops and offices. Originally constructed in 2014 with 
no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face to stud renovation with 
complete replacement of all systems.

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building typically rests on a concrete slab on grade using cast in place concrete footings and foundations. The main 
structure is metal framing and pandeck using CMUs and a stucco finish. The roof is Single ply of original vintage.
Exterior doors are typically aluminum framed store front type and the service doors are metal in metal jambs using lever 
handles.. The windows and window wall in fills are typically aluminum framed dual pane fixed units. The building has 
mechanical window shades.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall and CMU. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings 
are T-bar 2'x4' acoustical tiles in metal grids with lighting and A/C vent's and exposed to metal frame and pandeck, 
depending on use. Flooring in high use areas is a combination of sheet vinyl, carpet and or concrete. Interior doors are 
generally solid wood in metal jambs using lever type hardware that is original. The unisex rest rooms have grab bars with 
tile floors with tile walls using painted gypsum ceilings.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling is provided using Carrier split systems condenser model,  two 25HHA436A588, one 
25HHA458A588, one 38QRR060-6, one 38QRR036-6, one 38QRR024-3 using R-410-A Freon.. Distribution is provided by 
duct work. Server room cooling is provided by a Libert split system condenser model Y1BEG1A026 using R-470C Freon.  
Shop area heating is provided by gas fired ceiling hung radiant type heaters. 
Plumbing fixtures are of original type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the buildings original copper 
piping. The upgrades consists of auto operation 1.6 GPF toilets with manual operation low flow sinks. Domestic hot water is 
supplied by a 2014 vintage Rheem 40 gallon electric water heater, model E40A-9-G of 2009 vintage using a Bell & Gosset 
1/12 HP circulation pump with a expansion. Earth quake strapping is present.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is fed providing 1200 amps of 277/480 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to a 225 KVA 
transformer providing 400 amps of 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution panels. Lighting is mostly LED 
and T-8 fluorescent using an Automatic EMS/lighting control system with motion sensors and typical switches and outlets. 
The building is equipped with a central emergency battery system, to operate exit signs and provide emergency 
lighting/server room power. This building does have a noted Catapiller emergency generator providing 250 amps of 480 
volt power to a 45 KVA transformer providing 250 amps of 120/208 volt power for emergency circuits..

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists primarily of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is 
activated by a flow switch, staff, pull stations or duct smoke detectors and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The 
building has a fire sprinkler system. and smoke/fire dampers. This building has a monitored video security system.

Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies.
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1 Clean roof.

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $7,332,113.16 FCI:  0.00%

Facility Selected: Rancho Santiago
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Orange Education Center\0401 ORANGE EDUCATION CENTER

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0401. Orange Education Center.
The building is located at 1465 Batavia ave in Orange CA 92867 as part of the Rancho Santiago Community College 
District in Orange, California. The 1- story 85,139 square foot building contains classrooms and offices. Originally 
constructed in 2005 with no major remodels to date, 2018.  A major remodel consists of but is not limited to a full gut , face 
to stud renovation with complete replacement of all systems.

                     THIS FACULLITY IS CLOSED AND NOT IN USE DURING THE 2014 AND 2018 ASSESSMENT..               

STRUCTURAL/EXTERIOR CLOSURE:

The building (warehouse type building) rests on a concrete slab on grade using cast in place/tilt up concrete walls. The 
main structure is a combination of wood and metal framing with a stucco finish. The roof is rolled asphalt that is original to 
construction.
Exterior main entry doors are auto operation aluminum framed store front set in aluminum framed single pane in fills. The 
service doors are metal in metal jambs. The windows and window wall in fills are typically aluminum framed single pane 
fixed units.

INTERIORS:  

Partition wall types include painted drywall. The interior wall finishes are generally of original type. Most ceilings are T-bar 
type 2'x4' acoustical tiles in metal grids and or exposed to wood framing and or painted gypsum, depending on use. 
Flooring in high use areas is a combination of tile, carpet and VCT with areas exposed to concrete. Interior doors are 
generally solid wood in metal jambs using the lever type hardware that. The rest rooms have tile floors with tile walls using 
painted gypsum ceilings. The toilet partitions are vinyl type.

MECHANICAL/PLUMPING:

EMS monitored, Heating and cooling for the building is provided by two 13 ton AAON package units providing 100% fresh 
air to the print shop. Additional heating is provided by two RayPack gas fired boiler providing 1.8 MBTUs using two 5 HP 
89.2% EFF circulation pumps. Additional cooling is provided six Carrier DX cool air handlers, Model # 50AK-035-PQ611HY 
using VFDs. The heating/cooling distribution system is a duct with air handling units with VAVs and re-heat coils with 
supply and return fans. Fresh air is provided the air handlers and in filtration.  Additional cooling for the server room is 
provided a split system.. A roof mounted exhaust fan serves the restrooms and building ventilation needs. Plumbing 
fixtures are of original type with up grades as needed for maintenance needs using the buildings original copper piping. 
Domestic hot water is supplied by a Bradford/White 67 gallon, gas fired hot water heater providing 48,000 BTUs using a 1/6 
HP circulation pump of 05 vintage.

ELECTRICAL:

The mostly original electrical system is provided at 480 volt at 2000 amps to a main switch providing 1200 amps of 480/277 
volt power to a 150 KVA transformer that provides 800 amps of 120/208, 3-phase, 4-wire power and 800 amps of 120/208 
volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power to local distribution. Lighting is mostly T-8 and CFL fluorescent using an Automatic EMS/lighting 
control system with motion sensors, switches magnetic switching and typical switches and outlets. The building is equipped 
with a central emergency battery system to operate illuminated exit signs and provide emergency lighting. This building 
does not have an emergency generator.

FIRE PROTECTION/LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:

The fire alarm system consists of audible strobe annunciators located throughout the building. The system is activated by 
pull stations or duct smoke detectors, and is centrally monitored by a Notifier panel. The building has a fire sprinkler 
system. This building has a monitored video monitoring, alarm security system. The kitchen exhaust hood has a fire 
suppression system.
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Hazmat.
None noted.

Deficiencies:

Current Repair Cost:  $0.00 Replacement Cost:  $39,599,851.68 FCI:  0.00%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Orange Education Center\0402 OEC INTERIM (1937 CHAPMAN

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0402. OEC INTERM 1937 Chapman.

                     THIS IS A 100 % LEASED SPASE AND WAS ONLY ASSESSED FOR SPACE INVENTORY, 2018.

Current Repair Cost:  $3,795,104.76 Replacement Cost:  $6,389,998.05 FCI:  59.39%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Orange Education Center\0405 OEC INTERIM (U-PORTABLES)

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0405 OEC NTERM (U-PORTABLES.

                         THESE BUILDINGS ARE LOCATED ON THE SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE CAMPUS

Current Repair Cost:  $1,196,644.29 Replacement Cost:  $4,305,874.48 FCI:  27.79%
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Facility: \Rancho Santiago\Orange Education Center\0406 1572 N. MAIN STREET (CWPC

Barney McClung, 07-Dec-2018

Facility Description: 

0406 1572 NMAIN STREET (CWPC).

               THIS IS A 100 % LEASED SPASE AND WAS ONLY ASSESSED FOR SPACE INVENTORY, 2018.

Current Repair Cost:  $1,406,445.17 Replacement Cost:  $3,907,008.00 FCI:  36.00%


